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Part I

Theoretical Introduction
1.

The Standard Model

E

lementary particles and their interactions can be described by a gauge field
theory. The present theory, known as the Standard Model, contains three
generations of fermions given by

L and R denote the lefthanded and righthanded parts of the fields (ƒ), i.e. (1 —
75)/2 · ƒ and (1 + 75)/2 · ƒ, respectively. In (1) the colour index and the charges
of the quarks are suppressed and complications due to Cabibbo mixing ignored.
The singlet and doublet notation in (1) correspond to the 1- and 2-dimensional
representations of SUL(2), respectively. In addition to the particles in (1), there
exists a corresponding set of anti-particles.
The strong interactions axe described by Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD);
its gauge group is SUcfò)· The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) model is the
semi-unified theory of electrodynamic and weak interactions; its gauge group is
SC^L(2) X t^r(l)· The Standard Model is simply the combination of these two
theories. The Standard Model has three coupling constants (one for each group)
and twelve gauge fields (one for each group generator). The gauge bosons are
Ga(a = 1, ..8), W*, Z" and 7. In addition, there is at least one scalar field, called
the Higgs field, which breaks the symmetry spontaneously to SUc{3) xЭДз(1),and
±
generates the masses of the W , Z, the quarks and the charged leptons.
The calculational techniques of the Standard Model are generalizations of the
highly successful quantum theory of electrodynamic interactions (QED). The basic
entity is the Lagrangian, which is composed of the fields and their derivatives, in
such a way that it exhibits the above gauge symmetries. In principle, any quantity
for any phenomenon in particle physics can be calculated with the methods of
quantum field theory.

1

The Standard Model is mathematically consistent and phenomenologically very
successful, although the top quark (i) and the Higgs boson remains to be discovered. In addition, the Standard Model has the unsatisfactory feature of containing
a relative large number of free parameters, i.e. parameters which are not predicted
by the theory, but have to be fitted by experiment. For a review of field theory
and/or the Standard Model see, for example, refis. 1-6.

2

2.
2.1.

The τ Lepton in the Standard Model
General Properties of the τ Lepton

e briefly review some properties of the τ lepton and how they were discov
ered. We do not attempt to give a complete review. For a more extensive
treatment the reader should consult, for instance, refs. 7 and 8.

W

Systematic searches for heavier leptons began around the end of the 1960's.
The belief in such leptons (Í) was motivated by the existence of the muon, a
heavy lepton itself, which seemed to exist as a 'heavy electron' for no apparant
reason. One of the first questions raised was whether the muon was unique. It was
anticipated that the easiest way to produce new heavy leptons would be through
+
+
+
the analogue of e + c - —» μ μ~, i.e. through the reaction e e~ —• 1 1~.
9

In 1971 Tsai analysed various aspects of heavy lepton decay such as correla
+
tions in the decay products of / and l~. Assuming an J* mass greater than t h a t
of the K-meson, he calculated the branching ratios for heavy leptons decaying
into euV, μνν, πι/, pu, Ku, etc.
10
In 1975 the τ lepton was discovered by the MARK I experiment at SLAC. Its
existence was deduced from anomalous εμ events whose angular distribution a n d
momentum spectra were as expected for the production and subsequent decay of
a heavy lepton pair. This new lepton was named the r .

Figure 1: QED contributions to e+e
ple of higher order contributions.

—У Τ+Τ~(Ύ)

: (a) lowe»t order, (b) an exam

The production of r ' s via e + e _ —У T+T~ at low energies stems mainly from Q E D
processes. T h e lowest order Feynman graph is show in fig. l o . T h e differential
cross section in lowest order is given in the centre-of-mass system by

f = ^(2-¿W*),

(2)

where β = ртІЕьеат,
s = 4E^eam, Еьеат is the energy of the electron and positron,
and θ is the angle between the e + beam and p^. Integration over the solid angle
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The factor /?(3 — β )/2 is typical for the spin £ character of the produced particles.
The agreement of (3) with experiment over a large range of beam energies proved
the spin ^ assignment of the r as well as its pointlike nature. The τ mass, (1784.2±
2
3.2) MeV/c , was determined from the threshold behaviour of the cross section.
Higher order QED corrections (e.g. fig. lb) have a significant influence on the
3
cross section. At 5 GeV e.g., the cross section, including corrections up to 0(a ),
11
amounts to 1.012 nfr instead of 0.862 nb as expected from the tree level cal
culation. Contributions to the total cross section of electroweak processes (via
for instance a graph like fig. 1 where the virtual 7 is replaced by a Z") are neg
ligible at low energies (Еь^т i 10 GeV). However, at higher energies however
(10 GeV * -Ebeam Í 50 GeV), electroweak contributions lead to changes in the
total cross section and to angular asymmetries in the differential cross section.
In addition to graphs like those in fig. 1, r pair production can also result from
e + e~ annihilation via qq resonances such as the T(1S) and T(2S). The relevant
+
cross section and the branching ratio for Τ —• r r~ are 11 nb and 3%, and 4 ni
and 1.4%, for the T(1S) and T(2S) respectively.
The relatively large mass of the r kinematically allows it to decay into hadrons,
which is not possible for the muon (fig. 2). The lifetime of the r is therefore much
shorter than that of the muon (τ μ ~ 2.197134 x 10 _ e iec). From a measurement of
the decay path, the τ lifetime is determined to be ту = (3.03 ±0.08) χ 10 - 1 3 aec."

Figure 2: An example of a graph leading to a hadronie decay of the τ and the
loweit order graph for the decay τ —» ei/V .
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Since processes like τ —* ey and τ —f μη are not observed and no T'S were
produced in ^ ( t v ) + nucleón, one can conclude that the r has its own quantum
number and that the neutrino associated with r decay is indeed different from ve
and (/μ.
Thus, the purely leptonic decay modes of the τ are
τ
τ'

—• e е т
-* μ~ν^ντ .

(4)

The partial decay width for τ —* evv is given by*

Under the assumption of lepton universality, >. e. assuming that G is independent
of the type of lepton, and replacing m T by τημ, (5) also gives the width of μ —»
tvV . This allows the determination of the Fermi constant, G, from the very well
-5
--1
measured muon lifetime (via τμ χ Γ(μ -+ evv ) = 1): G ~ 1.16632 χ I O GcV .
The relation between the branching ratio for r —» evv and the partial width
(5) is given by
BR{T -• evv) = τ τ χ Г(т -• evv) .
(6)
This leads to a particularly simple relation between the lifetimes of the μ and the
τ,
Tr^rJ^yBRiT^evv).
(7)
\m T /
In fact eq.(5) also gives the partial decay width of r —» μνν . However, the
non-negligible muon mass leads to a phase space suppression factor ƒ. The width
is therefore given by
Г(г -» μνν) = Γ(τ -» evV) χ ƒ [(mjmr)2]

,

(8)

where ƒ [(τημ/τητ)2] ~ 0.972.
Generalizations of (7) and (8), obtained by abandoning lepton universality,
together with measurements for ту, г^, BR(T —• μνν) and BR(T —» ei/i7) can be
used to test lepton universality, 12,14 or, after assuming the latter, used to test the
consistency of the different measurements. All such measurements agree fairly well
with the Standard Model assumption of lepton universality and are also mutually
consistent.
The measured τ branching ratios are compared to 'theoretical' predictions in
table 1. The leptonic branching ratios are calculated from eq.(7) and (8) using the
measured r and μ lifetimes as input. Widths of semi-hadronic decay modes like
τ —» πιν and τ —» pvT can be calculated using information on other well measured
processes not directly related to r physics. 9,13 For example, the decay τ —* ж т is
'This formula is in fact obtained by integrating eq.(23) below.
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related to the decay я- —• μι/,ι (Bg. 3). The width computed from graph 3a is given
by
u

c ;

2

-1
^ = '
.
12π' l - C - ^ )
~ 0.607,
(9)
Γ(τ —» et/i/)
m*
L
mT J
e
where ƒ,. CÏ 0.137 x Mproton is the pion decay constant and с ~ 13 is the Cabbibo
angle*. The decay r —* pvT can be related, via the conserved vector current hy-

T

/

π

π

>
W gf.costf,

Figure 3: The rtlation between the decays τ —• νπ and π —» μι/.
pothesis (see, for instance ref. 22), to the measured cross section <τβ+ί--./ι-.τ+ΐΓ-(ΐ2)·
The width is then found to be
Γ(τ -» pv) ~ 1.23 x Г(т -• euv) .

(10)

The measured branching ratios for these and other major hadronic r decays
are Usted in table 1. The measured exclusive branching ratios agree very well with
their predictions. However, their stun is significantly smaller then the measured
inclusive l-prong* branching ratios. There has been a lot of speculation the past
few years about this discrepancy between the 1-prong inclusive and the sum of
1-prong exclusive decay modes.1*"18 The most likely explanation of that problem
is experimental biases.

*fw and θ e are experimentally determined quantities.
'An n-prong decay is a decay involving η charged particles.

6

decay mode

BR(%) experiment

BR(%) 'theory'

e~vV
μ~ν ν
ρ-и
•κ~ν
Κ-(> 0 neutrals)u
β
π-(27Γ )ι/
π-(3π>

17.7 ± 0 . 4
17.7 ± 0 . 4
22.5 ± 0.9
10.8 ± 0.9
1.71 ± 0.29
7.5 ± 0.9

18.0
17.5
22.1
10.9
1.6
<6.7
<1.4
<0.8

τ

ο

τ " ( > !»?)(> 0π )
sum of measured
modes
theoretical limits on
unmeasured modes
sum of exclusive
modes
+
π~π~π ι/
+ 0
»r~7r 7r ir i/
l-prong inclusive
3-prong inclusive
5-prong inclusive

<1.7
77.9 ± 1.7

<2.7
< 80.6 ± 1.7
6.7 ± 0.4
4.4 ± 1.6
86.4 ± 0.3
13.5 ± 0.3
0.10 ± 0.03

4.8

Table 1: Measured and predicted branching ratios for τ decay (cf. réf.16). The
predicted branching ratios for the hadronic modes are related to the branching ratio
for τ —* euv as described in the text.

7

8

2.2.

The Process r —• evu

n this section it is only necessary t o consider the Standard Model Lagrangian
for the lepton sector. We also omit the kinetic and mass terms for the fields
and the neutral current interaction part. The Lagrangian is then reduced to

I

£ =

2 І

( J

'

1 ( l ) W r ; ( x )

+

Л

С

)

' ' '

( 1 1 )

where

П*) = 2 Σ №h**Ux)
= 2 \ёІЩг М + μιΜΊ'Ί'Μ + nfò^VrU*)] . (12)
and g is the SUi(2) coupling constant. The Lagrangian (11) contains only lefthanded fields (and nghthanded anti-fields) because the SU(2) gauge fields only
couple to lefthanded fennions, a feature included to account for parity violation
in the weak interactions.
In the Standard Model, the process r —• evu is treated completely analogously
to μ —• et/V . The latter process can be very well described phenomenologically by
a four-fermion (current-current) interaction. This was accomplished in the fifties,
long before the Standard Model had emerged.
The current-current Lagrangian in the lepton sector is given by
-CF

= -^(j>\x)Ux)

+ h.c.) ,

(13)

where / μ is again given by (12).
Although phenomenologically very successful, four-fermion theory cannot be
exact since at high energies it violates unitarity. FVirthermore, a field theory based
on Cf would not be renormaiizable because of the dimensions of the coupling
G.6 An example of a graph obtained from Cp is shown in fig. 4 together with the
corresponding graph in the Standard Model. For low energies the boson propagator
in fig. 4b reduces to the blob in fig. 4a, provided that we set 3 , 5

72= {ъД) Щ •

(14)

The graphs infig.4a and 6 are then equivalent. The above low energy reduction is
in fact true for any process of lowest order from £ ; therefore Cp can be regarded
as the low energy approximation of C.
We are now able to write the four-fermion interaction Hamiltonian Η = — £ f ,
describing the process τ —• evV at low energies, as
Q

Ή = -fi {(¿і^ лУ&ІЪЪ) + h.c.}
= -£д { ( W - Ъ>.){КЪ(\ - 7.)r) + A.c.} .

9

(15)

Figure 4: On the left a graph corresponding to Cp and on the right the correspond
ing graph in the Standard Model.
Note that in eq.(15) both currents are of the V — A type, resulting from the fact
that the vertices of the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model are of the V — A type.
For the V — A character of the eWve vertex the experimental evidence is
abundant. This, however, is not the case for the TWVT vertex. In fact, there is no
clear experimental evidence at all for this feature of the GWS model.

3.

r —• evV beyond V — A

ontributions to the process r —» evv due to unknown physics beyond the
Standard Model can be approximated at low energies by an 'effective' fourfermion interaction. This procedure is similar to the one above where the GWS
model itself was approximated at lower energies. In order to obtain a general form,
we extend the above V — A Hamiltonian with terms including the other Lorentz
covariants. In this generalized form the Hamiltonian becomes in fact similar to
the one describing the decay μ —* euV , 1 β , ΐ 0 i.e.

C

« = ^ Σ {с.(ві>е)(р;гт) + сіОВДО Г-лт) + л.с.} ,

(ΐβ)

where the Γ, stand for the scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, axial vector and tensor
operators constructed from the Dirac matrices, i.e.

Ts = 1, Г/> = ¿τ», Γν = ъ, Тл = 7μ75, Γχ = «т^/ ^ ,
with σμν = jb'piTi']· The G, and G', are complex coupling constants.

10

(17)

Equation (15) is obtained from (16) by setting G s = G's = G ρ = G'P = Gr =
G'T = 0 and Gv = —G'v = GA = -G'A = 1. A recent analysis of the above
Hamiltonian in connection with muon decay can be found in ref. 21.
The Hamiltonian (16) is also often written in its charge retention form. Eq.(16)
is the charge changing form. The charge retention form is given by
* = ^

Σ {да.гХі

Гі/.) + С . Ч ё Г . г Х ^ Г ^ е ) + A.c.} .

(18)

The forms (16) and (18) axe equivalent and related through a Fiertz trans
formation. A corresponding relation exists between the two sets of coupling con
19 22
stants { G O G ; } and {C„C,'}. ·
The GWS Hamiltonian is obtained by setting
Cy = -C'v = CA = -C'A = 1 and all other С and C' equal to 0.
When discussing a specific kind of interaction, it is important to specify which
form of the Hamiltonian one is referring to: the Fiertz transformations mix the
Lorentz characters of the currents, e.g. Gy = 1 and all other couplings 0, corre
sponds to Cs = —Cp = —^Cv = \CA = 1 and all other couplings 0. However, the
pure V ± A forms (i.e. V ± A in both currents/vertices) are Fiertz invariant.
The traditional forms of Ή (16) or (18) are not very transparent in the light
of modern approaches to particle theory. It is convenient to write them in the
helicity projection form,21 given by
П

= G/V2

{gLL<JZYVeL){v7Z^TL)

+ !7Lil(ër7M^)(î^7^H)

+ b12(ëZ«/eH)(«7^TL)

+

^ Ч ^ І Х ^ Т Я )

+

ƒ ' А е ь а ^ л Х і ^ а ^ і / я ) + Ρ^{Jña^u^Wña^Ti)
LL

(19)

+ /i.e.} .

The GWS Hamiltonian (15) is obtained by setting g
= 1 and all other couplings
0. The correspondence between couplings {G^GJ} and the ones defined by the
helicity projection form of Ή is simply obtained by comparing eqs. (16) and (19).
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4.

The Electron Spectrum from τ —• evv

4.1.

T

The Spectrum in the r-rest Frame

he quantum mechanical transition probability per unit time for a process
i —• ƒ is given by
AW

-%- = 2*.
0 1

2

£

/inai .iole.

\U\H\i)\ 6(Et-Ef),

(20)

where Η = ƒ TítPx is the interaction Hamiltonian. The ¿-function ensures energy
conservation.
Гв
, г
,т
For r —» euV the matrix element becomes (е і/в'' ' ' |Я|т' ) where re, rT, r„e
and rT denote the polarization of the fields. As we are not interested in these po
larizations we sum over re, г т, r„é, and average over г^. In addition we integrate
over the unobservable neutrino momenta. The transition probability per unit time
for the decay to an electron* with momentum between (qe,qe + dqe) is then

x

Σ (β'-^^ΐΑΐτ") ,

(21)

with H as in eqs (16) or (18).
The electron energy spectrum is simply given by
(22)

17 = Ш '

where χ = 2Ee/mT. After making an expansion of the fields of Η in terms of
annihilation and creation operators, and using techniques of Dirac spinor field
theory, one obtains t l 9 , 2 a
dN

i&ml

, f,

2 .4

,.i

where A = α+46-1-6c and ρ = (36+6с)/Л is the Michel parameter. The quantities
a, b, с are functions of the coupling constants as defined in eq.(19):

a = l e ^ i ' - H / ' T + lF+e/Y-i-i^'+e/ 1 ! 2 )
Ь = 4(| ί ,« Α | 2 + | ί 7 " | ΐ ) + ( Π 4 | Λ » | ϊ )

(24)

с = ¿ ( | Ь и - 2 Л ' + |Л"-2/Т) Thus the shape of the electron energy spectrum depends on the Lorentz charac
ter of the decay matrix element. Using the above interaction Hamiltonian it is also
'Throughout this thesis, the term electron is used to refer to both the electron and the positron.
'The masses of the electron and the neutrinos are neglected.
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Figure 5: The electron energy »pectrwn from the decay τ —• euV in the r rest frame
as a function of χ = 2Ec/mT, for Michel parameter values of 0.75 (solid), 0.S75
(dashed) and 0 (dotted). The vertical scale is in arbitrary units.
possible to derive a formula for the differential cross section. This cross section is,
in addition to p, a function of various other spectrum parameters, which however
are again functions of the above coupling constants.30,33 For our purposes, eq.(23)
is sufficient, since the determination of the other parameters requires polarized r's,
a feature which is not detected in our experiment.
When neglecting scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor interactions (i.e. h*' = ƒ*
= 0) , the expression for the Michel parameter reduces to

|g"f + lgRRM l12

(25)

P = 47\ LL\2 + Ι^ϋΙψ + I^Mji + | ЯЬ|2
g
р

As the V — A character of the eWve vertex is fairly well established, we can assume
RR

g

=

RL

g

=

0

H e n c e i

3_Jä_
P

ï\9LL\г + \9LR\,'

(

'

Simple Lorentz structures for the general IWui vertex, which have often been
compared to experimental data in the past are V — A, V or A, or V + A. The
corresponding couplings and Michel parameter values are shown in table 2. Fig. 5
shows a plot of the spectra corresponding to these values of the Michel parameter.
Prom the above it is clear that a measurement yielding ρ = 0.75 does not really
prove the V — A character of the TWUT vertex, since e.g. scalar, pseudoscalar and
tensor interactions could conspire to give ρ = 0.75. However, a deviation from
ρ = 0.75, would severely challenge the Standard Model.
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IWvi interaction

Г

#"

Ρ

1
1
0

0
1
1

0.75
0.375
0

V-A (lefthanded ν, only)
Vor A
V + A (righthanded ι// only)

Table 2: Coupling constants and Michel parameier values for several typet of in
teractions at the general IWvi vertex.

4.2.

The Spectrum in the Laboratory Frame

q. (23), which describes the electron spectrum, is only valid for a r decaying
at rest. In our experiment however, r's are produced with energies between
4.5 GeV and 5.3 GeV.
In this section we derive the appropriate formula for the electron spectrum
resulting from a r decaying in flight.34 The energy and momentum of the electron
in the r rest frame is given by (Εζ,ρζ) = (Ε, ρ), li β is the velocity of the r,
then 7 = 1/^1 - β2 = Еъсат/тт and β = Jl - (mT/'ЕшшУ'• Let θ be the angle
between the electron and r momenta in the r rest frame. The energy E' of the
electron in the laboratory frame is then given by the Lorentz transformation

E

& = 7 ( £ + ßpcos9)

(27)

If dN/dp describes the electron spectrum in the r rest frame, then, assuming that
the angle θ is uniformly distributed,
dpdE'

(PN dcose
dpdcosB dE'
1 1 dN
2ßypdp '

(28)

which leads to the following expression for the electron spectrum in the laboratory
frame:
(29)
dE' ~ 207 Урт.„(Е') ρ dp P '
We obtain pm„ and p m , n for a fixed E' by setting coso in (27) equal to —1 and
+1, respectively. The absolute maximum of the electron momentum in the r rest
frame is, of course, m r /2, hence

Pm.»(^) =

E
'
7(1 + ^ ) '
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(30)

(1-0)/2

E/E*

(1+/9>/2

Fignie 6: The kinematically allowed region for the electron energy from a
τ decaying in flight. E' is the electron energy in the laboratory frame and ρ із
its momentum in the τ rest frame.
The resulting kinematically allowed region is shown in fig. 6.
Next we define x' = E'/E^m and χ = 2p/mT. Then, from (29):
y*».~(«') IdN

dN_l
dx'

β Jr„.„(x') χ dx

(31)

with

2i'
Хгмп{х

)

=

л ι g >

(32)

and dN/dx given by expression (23), after normalizing it to 1.
We finally obtain, for ¿=4 < χ' < ψ ,

(33)

15

This formula was originally derived in ref. 25. Recall that a zero mass for
the r-neutrino was assumed. However, a non-zero mass for vT of the order of the
present upper limit (35 MeV at 95% confidence level 2 6 ) would not change the
spectrum significantly. 35 The spectra for ρ = 0.75, 0.375 and 0 are shown in fig. 7.
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Figure 7: The electron spectrum from α τ decaying in flight as a function of
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5.

Radiative Corrections to r —• evv

adiative QED corrections to the process r —• evv are obtained by adding a
μ
term ΣΛ=£,Τ εΙηι ΙΑμ to the current-current interaction. Examples of Feynman
graphs corresponding to this correction are shown in fig. 8.
It is immediately

R

Figure 8: Examples of QED corrections to the proces τ —» evv .
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without lowest order QED radiative corrections, respectively.
clear that these graphs have an influence on the spectrum: the bremsstrahlung
photons take away energy, directly or indirectly, from the electron.
Radiative corrections were calculated for μ —• evv some time ago. 2 7 More
recently it has been shown 2 8 for r decay that over a large range of χ = Ec/Ebcam
the spectrum including radiative corrections can still be described by eqs. (23) or
(33). However, is this case the value of ρ changes and becomes slightly dependent
on the energy of the electron. The Michel parameter thus becomes an 'effective'
parameter.
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Fig. 9 shows the modified spectrum (for ρ = 0.75) when final state radia
2
tion corrections up to 0(a ) are included. In practice, when interpreting data,
ρ becomes dependent on the fit interval. The effective value of ρ in fig. 9, for
0.2 < E/Ebtan < z m a x , is 0.63. The 'real' value of the Michel parameter can
then be obtained by generating (through Monte Carlo techniques) electron spec
tra which include radiative corrections, and by comparing these spectra with the
experimental data. An alternative approach is to use the Monte Carlo method to
determine a shape correction which accounts for radiative effects. In section 15.3
below we will adopt and justify the latter procedure. The same procedure can be
used to account for initial state radiative corrections.
Weak radiative corrections to the spectrum due to higher order terms of the
GWS theory are negligible, as they are of order (m T /Miy) 2 . w
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6.

Existing Measurements of the Michel Parameter

o date there exist three published measurements of the Michel parameter for
30
τ decay. These results came (in chronological order) from the D E L C O ,
31
3
17
C L E O and MAC * experiments. A preliminary result from the ARGUS group
has also been reported, but few details of this analysis are known.
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Figure 10: Electron energy spectrum from the DEL CO

experiment.

The DELCO experiment at SPEAR selected events of the type e + e - —» e * ^ *
at centre-of-mass energies of 3.6 GeV < Ест < 7.4 GeV.
T h e resulting elec
tron energy spectrum is shown in figure 10; it contains 594 events. A fit to this
spectrum, leaving the Michel parameter free, yielded a value of 0.72 ± 0.10 with
X1/D.o.F. = 15.8/16. The hypotheses of V + A and V - A gave a xi/D.o.F. of
53.7/17 and 15.9/17, respectively
In its analysis, the CLEO experiment used 128 pb~l of data, accumulated
near/on the T(4S) resonance. Events having the characteristic l-vs-3 prong topol
ogy were selected. An advantage of such a selection is that the sample is hardly
contaminated with events not originating from r + r ~ decays. T h e resulting elec
tron and muon spectra are shown in fig. 11; they contain 699 and 727 events,
respectively. The resulting Michel parameters axe presented in table 3. For 34
degrees of freedom, the χ 2 from the combined analysis were found t o be 93.9, 49.4
and 37.2 for the V + A, V or A, and V — A hypotheses, respectively.
The MAC experiment, performed at the PEP-SLAC accelerator operating at
a centre-of-mass energy of 29 GeV, collected some 10,000 τ decays representing
an integrated luminosity of 210 p ò - 1 . The approach used to determine the Michel
parameter was somewhat different from the previous ones. Assuming complete
electron/muon acceptance, no measurement errors and no radiative corrections,
the average value of (Ec^/Euam) is linearly dependent on the Michel parameter ρ
and independent of the beam energy. The proportionality constant and offset was
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DELCO
CLEO31
MAC31
average

30

r —» euu

r —» μνν

average

0.72 ±0.10 ±0.11
0.60 ± 0.13
0.62 ±0.17 ±0.14
0.65 ± 0.09

0.81 ± 0.13
0.89 ± 0.14 ± 0.08
0.84 ±0.11

0.72 ±0.10 ±0.11
0.71 ± 0.09 ± 0.03
0.79 ± 0.10 ± 0.10
0.73 ± 0.07

Table 3: Existing measurements of the Michel parameter in τ decays. When two
errors are given the first one is statistical and the second systematic. The bottom
line errors «re statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. CLEO only
gave a systematic error for ike combined electron/muon result.
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Figure 11: Electron and muon energy spectrum of the CLEO experiment.
solid and dashed lines are the V — A and V + A curves, respectively.

The

determined using a Monte Carlo simulation. The resulting spectra and values for
the Michel parameter are shown in fig. 12 and table 3. Although, the agreement
between the simulated and real spectrum seems fairly good for the V — A hypothe
sis, the MAC group failed to make a quantitative statement about this agreement.
The ARGUS group's measurement of ρ was reported at the 1988 Conference
on High Energy Physics in Munich. As not even a preprint is available yet, few
details are known. Like CLEO, ARGUS ran near the T(4S) resonance. Again,
events were selected using the typical l-vs-3 prong topology of τ+τ~ pair decays.
The resulting e* spectrum, shown in fig. 13, contains 2750 events. The reported
value of the Michel parameter is 0.77 ± 0.07 ± 0.05, which is in good agreement
with V — A and in disagreement with V + A (cf. fig 13).
Tkble 3 lists the published results of measurements of the Michel parameter
for the decays τ —• euV and r —» μνΊ/. Compared to the measurements for muon
decay (ρμ = 0.7518 ± 0.0026) 1 6 the experimental errors are large. Furthermore,
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Figure 12: The uncorrected electron (a) mndrnvon(b) energy spectra of the MAC
experiment. The solid and dashed histograms are the Monte Carlo predictions for
the case ofV — A and V + A, respectively.
as has been noted before,14·33 the measurements from the decay to an electron all
seem to he below, while those from the decay to a muon all seem to lie above the
expected value. However, statistically — and in view of the large errors — this can
be regarded as a coincidence.
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Figure 13: The electron energy spectrum of the ARGUS experiment.
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7.

τ —> euv beyond V — A Revisited

n this section we discuss a few examples of extensions of the Standard Model in
which the Michel parameter can deviate from the expected value of 0.75. In this
context we will briefly discuss supersymmetry and the left-nght synunetric model
based on the gauge group SUR(2) Χ SUL(2) Χ t^(l) for the electroweak interactions.

I

7.1.

Supersymmetry

r p t he goal of (high energy) physics is to obtain theories with an increasing pre•*- dictive power, which implies that the number of free parameters of a theory
(those parameters which can only be determined by experiment) should be as
small as possible. To this end the past fifteen years have seen much effort devoted
to constructing theories which unify electroweak and strong interactions (Grand
Unified Theories). In general, unification involves enlarging the gauge group in
such a way that relations are obtained among the various gauge bosons and among
the various fermion fields. A natural step towards further unification would be to
find relations between fermions and bosons. Such relations are provided by impos
ing supersymmetry. A supersymmetry transformation is a transformation which
changes the total angular momentum of a state by one half unit, and thus turns
boson fields into fermion fields and vice versa.
Realistic GUT's have not been constructed yet. However, the results obtained
so far are encouraging. In particular, it has been found that supersymmetry can
solve the notorious 'naturalness' problem 3,4,34 which automatically arises in GUT's.
Another reason for suspecting the presence of supersymmetry in nature is the
essential role it plays in recent promising attempts of superstring theories to include
gravity into a truly unified description of all particles and forces in nature. 35
The simplest realistic model using supersymmetry is a supersymmetric version
of the Standard Model based on the group SUc(3) x SUL(2) χ [ / y ( l ) x [ N = l su
persymmetry]. The price for simplicity of this model is that it fails to reduce the
number of free parameters. In fact, it increases them considerably: the particle
content is doubled. That such a model is studied nevertheless, is related to the
fact that it does solve the 'naturalness' problem. In this model each fermion and
boson is given a supersymmetric partner. Quarks and leptons each get a scalar
partner: the squarks (q) and sleptons (1). The gauge bosons W, Z, 7 and the Higgs
scalar each get a spin 5 partner: the wino (W), zino (Z), photino (7) and higgsino,
respectively. Since such a doubling of states has not yet been observed, supersym
metry must be broken. As a result most squarks and sleptons are expected to be
heavy (O(Mz)).
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It is, however, possible that the sneutrinos are sufficiently light* to permit the
decay τ —» evTve' (fig.l4).3e The supersymmetric contribution to the electron

Figure 14: The decay of α τ into »neutrinos and an electron would occur in α
supersymmetric model if the sneutrino masses are sufficiently small.
spectrum from r decays can be calculated explicitly. For instance, in the case that
Мц -C Mr, the Michel parameter becomes

with e = (Mw/M^y.
7.2.

Left-Right Symmetric Models

eft-Right symmetric models37 are models in which, contrary to the GWS
model, the fermion content is identical for both the left- and right-handed
fields. In addition, there are three more weak vector bosons, denoted by WR and
Zfl. The GWS weak bosons are denoted by W¿ and Zi. As a consequence the
Lagrangian is manifest left-right symmetric and is parity invariant. In such models the phenomenon of parity violation, firmly established experimentally since the
fifties, comes about by spontaneous symmetry breaking via a Higgs mechanism.
The most simple model starts out with the gauge group SUn(2) x SUi(2) χ £f(l).
The symmetry breaks spontaneously to 5f7i,(2) x UY(1) at some scale higher than
the electroweak scale, and the W^ and ZR acquire masses of the order of this scale.
The Lagrangian of this theory, relevant for our purpose is, analogous to eq.(ll),

L

£LR = ^д

( J L W

+ J n . W r + A.c.) ,

'Perhaps for the same unknown reason that the 'ordinary' neutrinos are light.
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(35)

where Ιχ,μ is given by eq.(12), and JR» is obtained from that same expression
by replacing L by R. As stated above, all electroweak gauge bosons derive their
masses from the Higgs mechanism. In general, however, complications will arise
due to mixing. The gauge boson mass eigenstates are then
Wx = WLcost - WRsini
Wj = WLainÌ+WRco3Ì ,

(36)

where £ is a real mixing angle.
In terms of these mass eigenstates the Lagrangian (35) becomes
CLR = ^

[{J^cosi - J^sini) И? + {JLß3int + J^cosi) WÏ + A.c.] .

(37)

As above, the low energy consequences can be studied most conveniently by using
an effective four-fermion Lagrangian. The Lagrangian corresponding to (37) can
be written as

CLR = - ^ [JIV + fnutJ^Ji + 4L* {ЛЛ

+ JkH)] .

i3»)

where G', г/дд, and ηιπ are functions of the coupling constant g, the mixing angle
ζ and the gauge boson masses.
Comparison of eq.(38) and eq.(19), using eq.(25), results in a Michel parameter
given by38
3
1 + |і?яя|а
P
(39)
4 Ι + ΙιΐωΡ+ 211,^,1«'
which is always < 0.75.
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8.

Exotic τ Decays involving an e*

Γ Π he Standard Model is not expected t o be the ultimate theory of elementary
-L particles and forces. In general it is believed t h a t extensions of the theory
towards higher energies are possible or even necessary. However, the low energy
limit of such extensions must reproduce the Standard Model because this model is
found to be completely consistent with all experimental results to date. Of course,
it is possible t h a t small deviations are as yet undetected because of the limited
accuracy of present day measurements. In particular, it is possible t h a t effects
which are strictly forbidden by the Standard Model are allowed to a certain extent
by some of its extensions. This is the motivation t o look for decays which violate
familiar conserved quantum numbers. Even when a zero result is found, a limit
on a relevant quantity can be valuable input for the construction of new theories.
We will restrict our treatment to the case of the neutrinoless τ decays τ —* t'y,
τ —* етг" and τ —* εη. Such decays violate lepton family number, and therefore
cannot occur within the framework of the Standard Model.
The decay r —У ey is the straightforward analogue of the decay μ —» ej which
has been extensively studied experimentally 3 9 , 4 0 as well as theoretically. 2 3 We
know of no theoretical analysis for the decays r —» етг0 and τ —* εη. Nor have
these decays received much experimental attention 4 1 in spite of the fact that they
are quite similar t o decays like KL, Β", π" —• βμ which have been extensively
studied. (See refs. 39,40 and references therein.) These decays are considered
interesting because they violate some quantum numbers, viz. electron and muon
number, but not the more fundamental ones like lepton or baryon number.
We will now discuss two cases in which the decay τ —» су arises naturally, viz.
the composite and technicolour models.
Initially the search for μ —• e*f was motivated by the idea t h a t the μ± could
be some kind of excited e * . This is quite natural in the framework of composite
models, i.e. models in which the quarks and lepton fields are composite states of
more fundamental preon fields, as first suggested in ref. 42. For a recent review,
see e.g. ref. 43.
Although the dynamics of the proposed preon fields is in general not known
and is very model dependent, it is nevertheless possible, t o a certain extent, t o
analyse its low energy features, e.g. by the effective Lagrangian method. 4 4 T h e
decay τ —• e-y can then be regarded as a consequence of an effective Lagrangian of
the t y p e 4 4 · 4 5
С = -¿-¡¿EZ^THF,»,

,

(40)

where σ*4" = 5[7μ,7>,] and Ρμν is the electromagnetic field tensor. Λ' is the char
acteristic scale of the new interactions, in this context called the 'compositeness'
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Figure 15: The decay τ —» су in ihe framework of a composite model. The τ and
e are aseumed to be composed of three preon fields.
scale. The Lagrangian (40) gives rise to magnetic-type transitions as shown in
fig. 15, where the r and e are assumed to be composed of three preon fields
The corresponding compositeness scale Λ' (for the general case /, —» /,7, where
/, = τ, μ or e) is given by*1,48
A

=U«.-47)J -·

(41)

where α is the electromagnetic coupling, and υ ~ 174 GeV is the vacuum expecta
tion value of the Higgs field which sets the characteristic scale of the electroweak
theory.
For the specific case μ —» ey, which has a branching ratio t Ю - 1 0 , one obtains
Λ' i 250 TeV. The compositeness scale resulting from the decay r —> ey will be
presented later.
A second class of models in which the decay τ —» ey arises, includes the technicolour models.46,47 The minimal technicolour (TC) model replaces the Higgs
sector of the electroweak theory. The role of the elementary Higgs fields (e.g. to
break the gauge symmetry and to give masses to the W± and Ζ bosons) is more or
less taken over by meson-like objects composed of 'technifermions' and bound by
'technicolour' forces. The gauge symmetry is said to be broken dynamically. The
breaking is again characterized by a scale Arc, which is the technicolour analogue
of AQCD- TO arrive at the observed W and Ζ masses a Arc of approximately 300
GeV is necessary. The motivation for introducing technicolour is that the Stan
dard Model with a technicolour breaking scheme is not affected by the 'naturalness
34
problem'.
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In the Standard Model elementary Higgs fields also provide, via Yukawa cou
plings, the masses for the quarks and leptons. Dynamical generation of these
masses in a TC scheme requires the introduction of 'extended technicolour' in
teractions (ETC) mediated by ETC gauge bosons, which interconnects ordinary
fermions with technifermions as shown in fig. 16a. Direct transitions between ordi
nary fermion generations can then not be avoided,48 and flavour changing neutral
currents (FCNC) occur. These FCNC are strongly suppressed or strictly forbidden
in the Standard Model. An example of such a transition is τ —* cy which is shown
in figure 16b.

(o)

<FF>

Figure 16: (a) Mass generation for ordinary fermions (f) via ETC interactions.
(b) ETC diagrams contributing to τ —» e 7. F and L are technifermions.
For the ETC to replace adequately the Yukawa part of the Higgs sector, and
to provide the correct fermion masses, the mass of the ETC gauge boson has to
have a particular value. In order to obtain the correct mass for the r , the gauge
48
boson coupling to the r must have a mass ТПЕТС — 3 TeV. This value is only a
rough estimate and its uncertainty is possibly as large as an order of magnitude.
F\irthermore, the ETC interactions have to be constructed such that FCNC are
strongly suppressed.
The diagrams in fig. 166 can be evaluated and result in a width 48

where gETC — 1 is the ETC coupling and θ ϋ 1/20 is a factor due to Cabibbo-like
mixing between technifermions.
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At this point we note that (extended) technicolour theories — if valid — would
also require the existence of a whole spectnim of technihadrons. These hadrons are
not necessarily Havour diagonal. Moreover they could actually mix with ordinary
46
hadrons, resulting in transitions like r -+ ex" via diagrams as shown in fig. 17.

Figure 17: τ —* e*" via a tecknipion (P).
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Part II

The Experimental Setup
f Ι ι he data used in this thesis were collected by the Crystal Ball detector at the
+
•*- DORIS II e e~ storage ring at DESY (Deutsches Elektronen Synchroton) in
Hamburg, West Germany.
The main part of the detector consists of a spherical array of NaI(Tl) crystals,
with a large angular acceptance. The detector is designed to measure precisely
the energy and direction of the electromagnetically showering particles e* and 7
Prior to the data taking at DORIS the Crystal Ball detector was used at
the SPEAR storage ring at SLAC (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford,
California) to study e + e~ collisions at centre-of-mass energies from 3.1 to 7.4 GeV.
These data were used to analyse charmonium decays. 4 9
In April 1982 the Crystal Ball detector was moved to DORIS II in order to
study bottomonium decays in the centre-of-mass energy range from 9.4 to 10.6
GeV. 5 0 In this energy region the Crystal Ball detector also proved to be also an
excellent detector for studying two-photon interactions in neutral channels. 51 In
addition, the relatively high cross section of the process e + e~ —» τ+τ~ at these
energies and the high geometrical acceptance of the detector made it possible to
accumulate a large sample of r decays.
The persons and institutions participating in the Crystal Ball collaboration
can be found in Appendix B.

9.

DORIS II

' I 1 he DORIS (Doppel Ring Speicher) II ring52 provided the colliding beams
-*• necessary for the experiment. Originally, DORIS consisted of two intersecting
storage rings and was designed to provide e + e _ beams in a centre-of-mass range
53
from 2 to 6 GeV. After the discovery of the T(1S) resonance in 1977, DORIS
was gradually upgraded to reach energies up to the T(4S) mass and a luminosity*
of the order of 1 0 3 , c m - 2 e e c " 1 . To this end, among other modifications, one of
the two original rings was removed and mini-/? quadropole magnets were installed
near the interaction region.

+

'The luminosity, L, is the quantity which together with the cross section determines, the e e~
interaction rate. It is given by L = fnNiNt/A, where Л^ and Nj are the number of particles is
each bunch, η is the number of bunches in each beam, A is the cress sectional area of the beams,
and ƒ the revolution frequency. L is usually expressed in units of i a r n " l i e c " I ( = 10 2 ''ctn - , eec - 1 ).
The reaction rate, R, of a particular interaction is then given by R = <TL, where σ is the croee
section of that interaction.
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Figure 18: Layout of DORIS II and its injection system. The electrons and posi
trons are produced in Li I and Li II, respectively. The circumference of DORIS II
is about 300 m.
The overall layout of the apparatus is sketched in figure 18. Electrons are pro
duced in Linac I, and after acceleration up to 63 MeV injected into the DESY
synchrotron where they are accelerated up to the desired beam energy and subse
quently injected into DORIS II. Positrons гиге produced in Linac II and injected
into PIA, an accumulation ring. Once a sufficient number of positrons is avail
able, they are injected into the synchrotron for acceleration and into DORIS II for
storage and collision with the electrons.
DORIS II operates with one bunch of electrons and one bunch of positrons
circling in opposite directions with an approximate cycle time of 10~eâcc. Each
bunch contains typically 10 n particles. The bunch sizes are ~1 mm in the radial
direction, ~0.1 mm in the vertical direction, and "-l.T cm in the longitudinal direction. The bunches collide at two interaction regions. The Crystal Ball detector
was positioned at one of them, the ARGUS detector at the other.
The above described filling procedure of DORIS II takes usually 10 minutes
or less. The beam lifetime is about two hours. Normally, after about one hour
DORIS II is refilled. The period of data taking during one such fill is called a
"run".
With ideal running conditions DORIS II could deliver 0.5 to 1 pb~l a day.
During four years of running the Crystal Ball experiment collected about 260 pb - 1
of data.
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10.

The Crystal Ball Detector

ΓΠ he Crystal Ball detector is primarily a non-magnetic electromagnetic calorime·*• ter. It consists of the following components:
• The 'main ball', ». e. the spherical array of NaI{Tl) crystals for measurement
of energy and direction of electromagnetic showering particles.
• A tube chamber setup for charged particle tracking.
• NaI(Tl) endcaps to enlarge the solid angle coverage.
• A time-of-flight system to detect cosmic rays.
• Small angle luminosity monitors.
Fig. 19 shows the general outline of the detector.

Figure 19: Layout of the Crystal Ball ¿eiector. The tube chambers are situated within the main ball and are not visible. The scintillation counters of the
time-of-flight system are placed around the detector housing and are not shown.
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The coordinate system used in this thesis is as follows: The origin is at the
centre of the ball, the z-axis is in the direction of the c"1" beam, θ is the angle with
respect to the z-axis, and the azimuthal angle φ is the angle with respect to the
radial direction (cf. fig. 18).
The detector components, except the small angle luminosity counters54 and the
time-of-flight system,55 are discussed in more detail below.

10.1.

The Main Ball

s stated above, the main part of the detector is an array of NaI(Tl) crys
tals. The basic geometry (shown in fig. 20) of the crystal array is that of an
icoeahedron. Each of its 20 faces is called a 'major triangle'. Each major trian-

A

t-b«am
direction

Major Triangle
Boundary

Figure 20: The geometry and nomenclature of the Crystal Ball.
gle is subdivided into 4 'minor triangles'; each minor triangle is again subdivided
into 9 triangles, corresponding to the outer faces of the crystal modules. If the
icoeahedron is completely filled it would consist of 720 modules. However, 2 X 24
crystals, are left out to allow room for the beton pipe and the inner detector. The
two layers of crystals (30 crystals each) immediately surrounding the beam pipe
have a special status and are called 'tunnel crystals' (figs. 19 and 20).
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A clear overview of the energy deposited by an event is obtained by unfold
ing the surface of the icosahedron into a 2-dimensional picture, called a 'flatty',
examples of which are shown in figures 25 and 26.
The ball is not assembled m one piece but consists of two hemispheres, of 336
modules each, which can be separated by a hydraulic mechanism. The possibility
of separation is needed for maintaince and calibration purposes, and for prevention
of radiation damage during beam tuning.
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Figure 21: View of a single NaI(Tl)

crystal module.

A single crystal module is shown in figure 21. The physical length of a crystal
corresponds to 15.7 radiation lengths and to about 1 nuclear absorption length.
The crystals are individually wrapped in paper and aluminium foil for optical
isolation. Each crystal points towards the interaction region and is viewed at the
back by a photomultiplier tube which collects the emitted light.
As NaI{Tl) is extremely hygroscopic and fragile, the ball and its mechanical
support are enclosed in a 'dry house' in which the air is kept at low humidity and
constant temperature.
For a more detailed description of the detector, see refs. 49 and 56.
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10.2.

The Tube Chamber System

37 cm

Figure 22: View of the tube chamber System immediately surrounding the beam
pipe. The four chamber setup is shovm. The distance from the interaction point
is shown in cm in the lower picture.
o detect charged particles the hollow inner sphere of the main ball is equipped
with a set of tube chambers. A chamber consists of a double layer of alu
minium tubes positioned cylindrically around the beam pipe. This is shown
schematically in fig. 22. The total tube wall material amounts to a thickness
of about 2 mm which corresponds to 0.008 radiation length.
The z-position of a tube hit is determined by charge division to 1.5% of the
length of the tube. The chamber lengths (solid angle coverage) varied from the
inner to the outer chamber from 65 cm (98% of 47r) to 37 cm (78% of 4π), respec
tively. The position of the particular tube that is hit gives the azimuthal angle φ.
It is determined with an accuracy Αφ of 5.5 mrad to 2.5 mrad (depending on the
layer)
Over the period of data taking two different chamber setups are used. In
the first setup, corresponding to about 30% of the data used in this thesis, 320
tubes are arranged in three double layers. These chambers operated with so-called

T
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'magic gas' (20% Isobutane, 4% Methylal, 0.25% FVeon 13B1, and Argon) which
resulted in a large output, essentially independent of the primary ionization. Due
to high radiation background from DORIS II these chambers deteriorated. The
main cause was found to be organic growth on the anode wires. In the second tube
chamber setup 800 tubes are arranged in four double layers. The operating gas
mixture is changed to an Argon (80%), COj (19%) and CHt (1%) mixture. This
time the tubes are used in proportional mode, i.e. with an output proportional to
the primary ionization.
A more detailed description of the tube chambers in given in ref. 57.

10.3.

Endcaps

s stated above, about 7% of the solid angle is not covered by the main ball.
By using NaI(Tl) endcaps the total solid angle coverage is increased to 98%
of 4л· sr. The endcap crystals are mounted as shown in figure 19.
No precision energy and direction measurements can be performed with the
endcaps because they only offer 3 to 9 radiation lengths of NaI(Tl). The energy
deposited in the endcaps is only used to indicate whether or not events are fully
contained in the main ball.

A
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11.

Behaviour of Particles in NaI{Tl)

T

he pattern of energy deposition in NaI{Tl) depends on the type of interaction
of the incident particle with the NaI{Tl). Three types of deposition can be
distinguished and used to identify the type of particle.

11.1.

Electromagnet ically Showering Particles

\\T hen an energetic photon, electron or positron enters the ΝαΙ{ΤΓ), a shower is
' ' formed by the alternating occurrence of e+e - pair creation and bremsstrahlung. The number of secondary particles increases exponentially until the energies
of these particles descend below a critical value (~12 MeV for NaI(Tl)). These
low energy electrons deposit energy by excitation and ionization, the photons by
Compton scattering and photo-electric absorption. In addition to excitation and
ionization the secondary positrons deposit energy by annihilation.
The ~16 radiation length thickness of NaI(Tl) ensures that the energy of
showering particles can be measured very precisely. On average, about 98% of the
energy of an incident electromagnetically showering particle is absorbed by the
thirteen crystals (fig. 23) aroimd the direction of the particle. The total energy of
such a group of crystals is used as the basis for the energy determination of the
showering particle (section 12.2.4).

Figure 23: Ptciitre illustrating the quantification of the lateral energy deposition
as explained in the text. The central crystal ('bump module') is denoted by a
star. The group-of-4 (IS), containing the energy depostition E4 (EIS), is shown
cross-hatched (hatched).
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Typically about 70% of the energy in a shower is contained in one crystal, the
'bump module'. The lateral energy distribution pattern can be used to identify 7*8
and e^'s. (Distinguishing 7's from e^'s requires usage of tube chamber informa
tion.) This pattern can quantatively be described by energy ratios such as E1/E4,
Б4/Е13 and E13/E37, where El is the energy of the bump module; E4 the sum
of El and the energies of the three closest neighbouring crystals; etc. A typical
requirement for selecting photons, electrons or positrons is 0.45 < E1/E4 < 0.94
and 0.78 < EA/E13 < 0.98. The efficiency for selecting such particles in this
way is quite high (~95%). The selected samples, however, might be contaminated
by minimum ionizing paxticles and strongly interacting hadrons. Tightening the
pattern cuts will in general reduce this contamination while retaining a detec
tion efficiency for electromagnetically showering particles of the order of ~75%.
Pattern cuts will be discussed in more detail below.
Pattern cuts have been used in practically every Crystal Ball analysis and their
57
9,63 4
properties are well established. They have been studied ·* ·' with Monte Carlo
techniques as well as with data.

11.2.

Strongly Interacting Particles

he length of one NaI(Tl) crystal corresponds to about one nuclear absorption
length. Therefore about two-thirds of the hadronic particles traversing the
Ball, e.g. charged pions, interact strongly in the NaI(T¡). Many of these interactions produce a π" which in turn results in two photons. In general such reactions
give a very irregular energy deposition pattern. It is also very hard to predict pre
cisely the total deposited energy. As a result, measurement of the actual particle
energy using the above reaction is practically impossible.

T

11.3.

Minimum Ionizing Particles

r p he remaining one-third of the charged hadrons, as well as the muons, deposit
•L- only part of their energy in the NaI(Tl) through excitation and ionization.
This energy deposition depends mainly on the length of the material traversed and
other intrinsic parameters of the material. Thus, measurement of the actual energy
of the particle again becomes impossible. The energy deposition of minimum
ionizing particles (MIPs), is fairly well known,60 and has been studied in detail
with respect to the Crystal Ball detector.55·*8 The distribution of energy deposited
in the ball by the muons and by minimum ionizing pions, as obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations, is shown infig.24. It is seen that a high energy muon or ionizing
pion typically deposits about 200 MeV in one or two crystals only.
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Figure 24: Energy deposition of muons (solid line) and minimum ionizing pions
(dashed line) from Monte Carlo simulations.
The well known and predictable behaviour of minimnnn ionizing particles en
ables us to distinguish them from other particles. To this end, use is again made
of energy ratios,58 e.g. E2/E13 > 0.94, where Б2 is the energy of the bump mod
ule plus the energy of the second most energetic crystal ccmtiguous* to the bump
module. This cut is very efficient for selecting muons and non-etrongly interacting
pions (~98%). However, a small contamination remains from low energy electrons.

'Two сгувЫв are contiguous if they ihare a common face or edge.
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12.

Data Acquisition and Processing

n this section we discuss the process of converting the analogue signals from
the phototubes and the tube chambers into data suited for physics analysis.
In section 12.1 the accumulation of the data through the hardware onto magnetic
tape is described. In section 12.2 we discuss the conversion of this raw information
into particle energies and directions.

I

12.1.

Data recording

ach time the e + and e~ bunches cross, all photomultiplier tubes are checked for
signals. The signal from each photomultiplier tube is fed into three different
amplifiers. Two of these channels are used to record the event; their outputs differ
by a factor 20 in dynamic range. The 'low' channel measures energies in a range
of 0-320 MeV and the high channel in a range of 0-6000 MeV. In each channel
capacitors are used to integrate the incoming charge. About 300 na after the
bunch crossing this integration is completed. Using the information from all the
crystals obtained via the third channel, the trigger device checks and decides if a
physics event has occured. These triggers will be discussed below.
If an event is triggered, i.e. recognized as a possible physics event, the capacitors are disconnected and read by a 13-bit analogue-to-digital converter. After the
event is read into the computer, the capacitors are reconnected in time to observe
the next beam crossing.
The signals from the tube chambers are treated similarly.
The whole process is supervised by a PDP 11/55 computer. FVom the PDP
the data are sent over a fast link to the DESY IBM 3081 where they are written
to tape. To monitor the data quality, a fraction of the events are selected and
analysed by the PDP during data taking.
Event rates varied from 3-10 Hz dependent on trigger settings and beam conditions.

E

As stated above, from each phototube signal three signals are derived from
each phototube signal. One of these analogue signals is fed into the trigger device.
This device performs various analogue sums of the crystal signals. First the analogue sum of the signals from the 9 crystals within each minor triangle is made.
Secondly, the signals from the 4 minors within each major triangle are summed.
Finally, a sum is made to obtain the total signal from the top and the bottom ball
hemispheres and from the total ball.
In order to recognize, and exclude, beam-gas and beam-wall collisions, a separate energy sum is made for the phototube signals from the tunnel crystals. These
signals are excluded from the hemisphere and full ball energy sums.
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The above energy sums are the only input to the trigger device, which consists
of a set of fast discriminators testing whether or not the input signal is above some
pre-set threshold.
61,62
Many triggers are used
in collecting the data used for the analyses of this
thesis. We will, however, only discuss those of direct importance for our analyses,
i.e. those which guarantee a 100% efficiency for events which survive our software
selections.
These triggers are:
• The total energy trigger; requiring that the total energy deposition in the
ball, excluding the tunnel regions, exceeds 1750 MeV.
• The topology trigger; requiring, (a) a total energy in the ball larger than 800
MeV, (b) an energy of at least 180 MeV in both the lower and the upper
hemispheres, and (c) an energy of less than 30 MeV in the tunnel regions.
• The μ-раіг trigger; requiring a total energy of at least 220 MeV, an energy
in each of the two tunnel regions less than 35 MeV, and two back-to-back
or almost-back-to-back* minor triangles each containing at least 85 MeV of
energy.
In order to study background not related to e+e~ interactions, a trigger is in
stalled which fires once every 10 7 beam crossings with no other conditions imposed.
The resulting events are referred to as Doris Bunch Marker (DBM) events.

12.2.

Event Reconstruction

f I ' he raw data on the magnetic tapes are converted into useful particle energies
•*- and directions in a procedure called reconstruction. It consists of combining
the crystal energies into showers, combining the tube chamber hits into tracks,
and associating the resulting tracks with specific showers. In order to do all this,
the detector must first be calibrated.
12.2.1.

Calibration

The calibration of the NaI(Tl) will only be described very briefly here; for
more details the reader should consult refs. 57,63 or 64. A description of the tube
chamber calibration can be found in ref. 57.
65 67

The calibration procedure for the crystal energies assumes a linear relation '
between the incident energy and the phototube pulse heights. Thus, for each
crystal two slopes and two offsets (two of each, because there are two channels
* Almost-back-to-back means hete that one of the three direct neighbours of the diametrically
oppoeing minor triangle is involved.
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1а7

for each crystal) must be determined. Use is made of а Сз source and
de Graaff generator for production of 7*8 with precisely known energies.
+
+
+ _
final stage of the calibration one uses Bhabha events, e e~ —» e e~ or e e
which produce showers in the detector at the precisely known beam energy.
two weeks, the NaI(Tl) is recalibrated.
12.2.2.

a Van
In the
—f 77,
Every

Energy Deposition Clusters

The first step df the event reconstruction consists of converting the raw pulse
heights from the crystals into energies using the calibration constants. In the
next step clusters of energy, referred to as 'connected regions', are identified and
located. A connected region consists of a set of contiguous crystals each having
more than 10 MeV of energy.
A connected region can contain one or several particles. To disentangle multi
ple particles within a connected region, the connected region is analysed for local
energy maxima. This is done by the 'bump algorithm', 66 which was derived from
experimental data and Monte Carlo studies. The algorithm is used on each con
nected region separately. In the first step of the algorithm the crystal with the
highest energy deposition is determined, this is the first 'bump'. The three closest
neighbour crystals are associated with this bump, the associated energy being the
energy sum, E4, of these four crystals. In addition, other crystals (z) of the same
connected region are associated with this bump if θζ < 15° or if
150<θχ<45'

and

Ex < El χ β"··«1—«•>

(43)

where θχ is the angle between the centre of the bump module and the crystal
under consideration. The unassociated crystal with the highest energy deposition
is then flagged as the next bump, and the whole procedure is repeated until all
the crystals in the connected region have been assigned to a bump.
12.2.3.

Charged Particle Tracks

Information from the tube chambers is used to reconstruct the trajectories
of the charged particles. First the chamber pulse heights are transformed into
a φ and ζ coordinate. Tracks are reconstructed using at least three tube hits
sufficiently close in angle. Tracks pointing to a bump module, i.e. within 15°, are
associated with that bump. After all the tracks have been formed, an attempt
is made to correlate tube hits which have not been assigned to a track with the
remaining bump«. A bump is tagged as charged if at least one hit (in the three
chamber setup) or two hits (in the four chamber setup) agree in angle with the
bump direction.
In the analyses to be described below the term charged particle is used for a
bump having an associated track or tag.
More details on the tracking/tagging algorithms can be found in ref. 57
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12.2.4.

Particle Energies and Directions

The first approximation of the energy of a photon, electron or positron is given
by the raw energy sum of the bump module and its twelve surrounding neighbours.
Using Bhabha events at J/φ and Τ energies, however, it was found that on
average 2.25% of a particle's energy is not contained in the volume of these thirteen
57,67
crystals.
Therefore a corresponding correction factor has to be included. For
energies above 1 GeV, this 2.25% is essentially independent of the total energy
deposited.
A second correction factor is needed because the raw energy sum is slightly
dependent on the position of entry of the particle in the crystal. When a particle
enters close to the crystal face more energy is deposited in the wrapping material
between the crystals. This correction can be parametrized using the ratio of the
bump energy to the raw energy sum of thirteen. This correction varies from 0 to
5%. e7
A third correction is required because the NaI(Tl) response deviates slightly
from the assumed linear response.79 This correction is dependent on the sum-ofthirteen energy and varies from about 5% for 500 MeV showering particles to 0%
for particles at beam energy.
Combined, the procedure sketched above yields an energy resolution which can
be parameterized by e 7 , e 9
σΕ
(2.7 ±0.2)%
K
E
(E/GeVyt*
>
If a connected region has two or more bumps, and the regions of twelve crys
tals surrounding each bump overlap, then the energy of one of the particles as
calculated above will clearly be too high because of inclusion of energy from the
other particle(s). In order to disentangle energies and directions of particles with
overlapping showers, the actual energy distribution of two or more nearby particles
is compared to Monte Carlo predictions68 for such a situation. Upon disentangle
ment, the particle energies thus obtained are again corrected as discussed above.
The directions of electromagnetically showering particles are found using a pro
cedure similar to the one used to disentangle overlapping showers; it is determined
by comparing the measured energy distribution with Monte Carlo predictions for
sixteen different entry points in the bump module. For energetic e*, this procedure
gives a better spatial resolution than one that would result from charged particle
tracking. The resolution in the polar angle θ is as = 1 — 2°, for energies above 0.5
GeV; the resolution improves as the energy increases.
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The resolution in the azimuthal angle φ is then given by <r¿ = ов/зіп . The
аіп dependence is due to the fact that the azimuthal angle covered by one crystal
increases as θ —» 0 or π, hence σ^ increases as one approaches the tunnel regions.
As discussed above, non-electromagnetically showering particles, such as charged
hadrons or muons, do not deposit all their energy in the NaI(Tl). The energy
assigned to such particles is therefore simply the raw sum-of-thirteen, and there
is no point worrying about small corrections. If the non-showering particle has
left a track in the tube chambers it is used for the determination of its direction.
If there is no such track, the direction is determined by the centre of the bump
module. The angular resolution in θ is then ~3 0 ; it becomes slightly better if there
is a clear tube chamber track.

13.

Monte Carlo and Detector Simulation

Monte Carlo technique is any technique making use of (pseudo) random num
bers to solve a problem.70 In particular, the Monte Carlo technique in a
method which can be applied when the solution of a problem is represented as a
parameter of an hypothetical population. Its usage then consists of generating a
random sequence of numbers to construct a sample of the population from which
statistical estimates of the parameter can be obtained.71 The generated sample is
generally referred to as a Monte Carlo sample.

A

Even if some problem could in principle be solved analytically or numerically,
a Monte Carlo method is often easier to implement and hence lead faster to an
approximate result. An example of such a Monte Carlo calculation can be found
in section 19.
If the problem to be solved is itself of a stochastic nature, i.e. involves random
processes, a Monte Carlo formulation usually corresponds to direct simulation.
The latter type of Monte Carlo methods play a very important role in practically
all high energy physics experiments in all stages of the experiment, from the design
to the final analysis of the data. It is also important in the Crystal Ball experiment
and in particular in the analyses to be described below.
Simulation of our experiment proceeds in two steps. First the physics processes
of interest (the various e + c" interactions) are simulated. This results in a set of
four-vectors for each of the final state particles. In the second step, the response
of the measuring devices to particles traversing the various detector components is
simulated. The output of the simulation is given the same format as experimental
data and events are reconstructed and analysed using the same programmes as
the ones used on the real data.
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Some typical problems which are treated by Monte Carlo simulation in this
experiment are the following:
• Determination of the fraction of produced events that are actually detected
by the apparatus and reconstructed by the software. This fraction is called
the detector acceptance or efficiency. Precise knowledge of the efficiency is
essential for determination of quantities like cross sections, branching ratios,
and energy spectra. The efficiency determination can be difficult, e.g. because (a) it involves complicated geometrical correction factors due to gaps
in the detector and (b) the efficiency can be dependent on measured quantities such as the direction and energy of a particle. In the latter case a bias
is introduced in the measured energy spectrum of that particle, which must
be corrected (section 15).
• Determination of the background (section 14.4): Contamination of signals
of interest can be caused by events which, though appearing similar, are
produced by a different process and/or by misidentification of one or more
particles in an event. Additional complications can occur due to the dependence of background on running conditions, e.g. the quality of the vacuum
in the beam pipe.
The above two problems are present in any data analysis. For each specific
analysis goal, event selection criteria, called cuts, are determined by inspecting their effect on data and on Monte Carlo samples. As we will see below,
the determination of each cut involves a careful comparison of its effects in
terms of efficiency vs. background.
• Determination of corrections on the effects of interest, e.g. QED corrections
(sections 5 and 15.3). Although such corrections are often quite precisely
known analytically, the correction of a physical quantity for their presence
is often more easily obtained by using a Monte Carlo technique. This is certainly the case if these corrections are acceptance dependent (section 15.5).
As mentioned above, the Monte Carlo simulation of our experiment consists of
two parts: The generation of physics events (referred to as the STEP1 simulation)
will be discussed in section 13.1 below. The detector simulation (STEP2) will be
reviewed in section 13.2. A Monte Carlo event referred to as 'a fully simulated
Monte Carlo event' is an event which includes the response of the detector to
traversing reaction products.
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+

13.1.

Generation of r r" Events

ΓΤΊ he first step in our Monte Carlo simulation is the generation of the four-vectors
-L for each of the final state particles. We consider the following reactions:
+

-

+

-

e e —» τ τ (7)·, bath т'а decaying into all conventional decays.
+
+ e e~ —» т т ( 7 ) ; one τ decaying into all conventional decays, the
other τ decay restricted to τ —• e-y, еж" or er;.
In the r pair production step of the above reactions use is made of a programme
n
written by Jadach and W§s. (Other generators used, e.g. to study background,
are discussed in the relevant sections below.) Events are generated at a centre-ofmass energy of 10 GeV, which is about the average centre-of-mass energy of the
3
analysed data. QED radiative corrections up to 0(or ) including hard bremsstrahlung photons from the initial state and the r's are included in the programme.
Spin correlations among the r's, resulting in angular correlations between the de
cay products, and contributions from Z0 exchange are taken into account. The
conventional decays of the r are listed in table 1. The code to generate r decays*
into e, μ, ir, ρ, and Aj plus neutrinos is also written by Jadach and Wqs.
In order to reproduce the correct branching ratios for the known exclusive decay
modes the mode τ —» νκΑ-κ" is included with the unrealistically high branching
ratio of 7%. In this way we accounted for the missing 1-prong decays discussed in
section 2.1. For a fraction of the Monte Carlo sample used below only r decays
into e, μ, τ, ρ, and Ai plus neutrinos are generated.
The decay part of the programme included options to change the mass of the
fT* and to change the Michel parameter ρ via gLL and ff£'n (cf. eq.(26)).
The conventional r decays to four or five pions (plus a neutrino), and the
decays τ —» erf, τ —• eir", and r —» «7—» «77 are assumed to take place with a
constant matrix element, i.e. dominated by phase space.

13.2.

Detector Simulation

he simulation of the detector consists of several parts: Electromagnetically
showering particles are simulated by the well known Electron-Gamma-Showering
EGS 3 code.77 Ionizing particles like muons or charged hadrons and strongly in
teracting particles are handled by the GHEISHA code.73 Specifically, use is made
of a modified version of GHEISHA 6 . м The modifications concerns the treatment
of ¿-rays, multiple scattering, negative particle absorption, neutron capture, etc.
The detailed position and the specific material of the detector components are
input to the EGS/GHEISHA code. Included are: The crystal shapes as well as

T

'The decays involving two and three pione were assumed to proceed via the ρ and Αι resonance,
respectively.
'The value assumed is 10 MeV.
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the wrapping material between the crystals; the gap between the hemispheres and
their stainless steal mechanical support; the beam pipe, the tube chamber walls
and their support structure; the endcaps and their sheathing material.
Experimental data on both the lateral energy distribution and the NaI(Tl)
line shape (section 11) of electromagnetic showers in the main detector are found
to be well reproduced by the above programme.64,66·67 Also the expected energy
depositions of muons and hadronic particles are fairly well reproduced, both in
magnitude and in shape.*5·*8,74 However, the accuracy obtained is, especially in
the case of strongly interacting particles, dgnificantly less than that obtained for
electromagnetic showers.
EGS/GHEISHA do not simulate the entire tube chamber setup. The pulse
height distributions of the tube hits and the charged tagging efficiencies are separately modelled55·67,59 using input from experimental data, e.g. from Bhahba
events, from continuum muon events, and from two-photon interactions. Because
of occasional malfunctioning of the tube chambers, Monte Carlo modelling turned
out to be very difficult and the results obtained have to be treated with caution.
In a real event there is background energy in addition to the energy of particles
produced in the e+e~ interaction. A major source of this background is beam-gas
bremsstrahlung. An event sample representative of this background is obtained
via the DBM trigger (section 12.1). A DBM event contains typically 50 MeV of
energy divided over up to three separate energy depositions, in general in or near
the tunnel crystals or in the endcaps. The effect of this background is taken into
account by adding the energy in each crystal of a randomly selected DBM event
to the energy of that same crystal in the Monte Carlo event.75 This merging of
Monte Carlo events and DBM events is performed during the reconstruction of
the raw data as discussed above. DBM events are taken during the entire periode
of normal data taking. They are merged into the Monte Carlo events such that
each Monte Carlo sample contained roughly the same amount of background as
the real data sample under study.
The above beam-related background can affect the detection efficiency. This
may happen when, for instance, a cut on the number of energy depositions is
used. Also the energy deposition pattern of particles can be changed if the particle
showers overlap with a background shower. Analysis cuts are chosen such that the
effect of this background are minimal.
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Part III

Analysis of the decay τ -* ew
14.
14.1.

Event Selection
Introduction
+

_

+

_

n this section we describe the selection of events of the type e e —• r r where
one of the r's decays to an electron (or positron). To ensure, to a high prob
+
ability, that the events containing an electron indeed stem from r r " events, we
require the presence of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP). This selection crite
rion is very efficienct since a large fraction of the r's decay to a muon or a charged
pion, and because there are relatively few other sources giving events with such
+
a typical signature. The MIP thus serves to tag* the т г~ event. Kinematics
provides us with another characteristic of the desired events: Because of the large
and opposite boosts to both r's, the electron resulting from the one r decay will
in general be (geometrically) well separated from the MIP from the other r decay.
+
Finally, because no other particles are involved in the desired т г~ event, except
perhaps bremsstrahlung photons, we can make tight cuts on energy depositions
not associated with either the electron or the MIP.
For a precise energy measurement of the electron it is necessary to require that
its electromagnetic shower be well within the main ball. An additional reason for
this requirement is to ensure that the electron has traversed all the tube chambers.
For this reason we also require the MIP to be well within the main ball.
Figures 25 and 26 show a typical Monte Carlo event and a typical candidate
real event for e + e - —» т + т - -» e MIP, respectively.

I

The data used for this analysis were collected during runs on the T(1S), T(2S)
and T(4S) resonances and on the continuum near these resonances. The total
data sample analysed corresponds to a total luminosity of 216 p ò - 1 . FVom the
known total cross section (section 2.1) we obtain a total number of r + r ~ pairs
of (221 ± 7) x 10 3 . Only a small fraction of the huge amount of data (some two
hundred 6250 BPI magnetic tapes of about 150 Mb each) is of interest to the
present analysis. To obtain a data sample which is easier to handle a pre-selection
is applied. The cuts used are contained in the cuts to be described below. The data
sample of ~ 3 0 M triggered events was thus reduced to 125,000 candidate events.
The efficiency of this pre-selection for т + г _ events is about 60%. However, only
approximately 13,000 events are expected to be genuine e + e _ -• т + г~ —• e MIP
events. Several sources of background account for the rest of the data.
'A email cootributioo to the tag comes from r decays into a K*- or a /r*.
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The selection requirements are in essence dictated by the behaviour of the
backgrotmd sources; the latter are discussed in section 14.2. The selection criteria
(section 14.3) do not result in a completely pure sample. More detailed studies of
the remaining background are necessary; these are presented in section 14.4.
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Figure 25: A flatty display of a Monte Carlo event e+e~ —» τ + τ " , where one
τ decays into et/V (1), the other τ into μνΰ (2). The upper part shows the energy
depositions in the ball and the lower part gives a view of the tracks in the tube
chamber system.
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Flatty Vi·» ol Cryitol βοΚ

Figure 26: A flatty dispUy of a candidate event for a e + e~ -* τ*τ~ , where one
τ decays into evV (Í), the other τ into a MIP (8). The upper part shows the
energy depositions in the ball and the lower part gives a view of the tracks in the
tube chamber system.
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14.2.

Background Sources

τ τ r e expect the following sources of background:
(t) Collisions of beam particles with residual gas in the beam pipe or with the
beam pipe wall.
+
A collision of an e or e~ with a molecule of the residual gas or the beam pipe wall
generally results in a shower of secondary particles. Some of these particles may
enter the detector and by coincidence fake an electron and a MIP. This background
+
is studied using data taken in runs without e e~ collisions i.e. in runs operating
+
with a single e~ or a single e beam in the storage ring.
+

+

_

(it) Bhabha events e e~ -» e e ( 7 ) .
Such events can pass the selection criteria in one of the following ways: (a) One of
the final state leptons is extremely forward or backward and stays in the beam pipe
and a low energetic photon, accidently tagged as charged, fulfills the MIP require
ments. (6) An electron or positron ends up in the wrapping material between two
crystals and no radiative photon is detected. Such an electron or positron can fake
a MIP. The probability for the above processes is very low, but the cross section for
+
_
+
+
+
e e —• e e ( 7 ) is very high (about 100 x the cross section for e e~ —• т т~ ).
That radiative Bhabha events are indeed present in our sample after preselection,
is confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations.
(iti) The reaction e+e~ —• μ+μ~Ί .
Such events can contaminate our sample because the detector cannot separate a
muon from a nearby photon: a muon with a photon within ~2° is not resolved.
In the bremsstrahlung process μ—* μη with photons having an energy larger than
1 GeV the angle between the muon and photon directions, is practically always
smaller than 2°. Such a μη pair produces an electromagnetic shower with an
associated charged track; it thus fakes an electron. This kind of event is also
studied using a Monte Carlo simulation.
[iv) The process e + e~ —» г + т~ where one τ decays into a MIP and the other
τ into KU or pv.
Events of the πι/ type will pass the selection requirements if a charged pion is
mistakenly identified as an electron. A charged pion can interact in the NaI{Tl)
crystals, e.g. via π * + nucleón —• π" + nucleón, resulting in two photons. When
the photons make a small angle with respect to the original pion direction, the
resulting shower can be very symmetrical and easily confused with that of an
electron. If such an energy deposition is correlated with the tube chamber track
of the original charged pion, this pion will fake an electron. However, the energy
deposition pattern produced by the above nuclear interaction is, in general, very
irregular.
A charged ρ meson decays according to p^ —» π ± π 0 —• я , ± 77. Contamination
of the electron spectrum occurs when the charged pion and the photons overlap in
the detector. The latter, however, can only happen for highly energetic ρ mesons
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Figure 27:
Some of the Feynman graphs contributing to the process
e + e - —» e+e~/i+/i~
i.e. Ep * 3 GeV. Again, in general, the corresponding energy deposition patterns
are very irregular.
Both sources of background due to τ+τ~ events are studied with Monte Carlo
simulations.
(υ) The process e + e - —» β + β _ μ + μ~ .
Such reactions simulate r + r~ events when one muon and either an e - or an e +
disappears in the beam pipe or endcape. The main sources for this background
are multipeiipheral and bremsstrahlung processes, examples of which are shown
in figure 27. Again this background is studied using a Monte Carlo simulation.
Some minor additional sources of background will be discussed later.

14.3.

Selection Requirements

n this section we will present a set of cuts chosen such that the background
is reduced to an acceptable and controlable level. Keeping in mind the desired
event, the detector characteristics, and the background signatures described above,
the following cuts are quite obvious.

I

The first set of requirements mainly serve to clean up the large data sample.
We require:
• For the total measured energy (£«,) in the ball:
1 GeV < E*. < 1.15 x fkom.
• Exactly two charged particles in the ball.
• No more than two energy depositions, without a tag or an associated track.
The total energy of these neutral energy depositions must not exceed 75
MeV.
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The first requirement very strongly reduces contamination due to beam-gas and
beam-wall collisions and contamination due to Bhabha events. The second and
third requirements mainly remove hadronic events. Such events are chiefly pro
duced by the processes e+e~ —* qq —* hadrona and e + e _ —• Τ —• hadrons, the
latter reaction proceeding via the three gluon decay channel of the T. These events
produce contaminations as a result of reactions and coincidences analogous to the
ones discussed under section 14.2 (iv).
In the second set of cuts we define the MIP and the electron candidates. A
MIP is identified by:
• The requirement that the particle is charged.
< 350 and

• A cut on the energy and direction: 120 < Емір/Ме
\СОЗ МІР\ < 0.8.

• A cut on the energy deposition pattern (section 11): E2/EÍ3

> 0.985.

The energy range and the pattern cut for MIPs are quite tight in order to reduce
contamination due to (radiative) Bhabha events. The justification of the energy
cut can be found in fig. 24 of section 11.3, a plot which gave the deposited energy for
muons and ionizing pions from r decay from a Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 28
shows the ratio E2/E13 for muons, minimum ionizing pions and photons from
Monte Carlo simulations. Prom this figure it may be seen that the E2/E13 cut
effectively eliminates electrons (or photons mistakenly tagged as charged) without
significantly reducing the number of real MIPs.
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Figure 28: Distribution from a Monte Carlo ¿imulation of the energy ratio Eê/ElS
for minimum ionizing (μ* and ж*) and electromagnetically (e^) showering parti
cles.
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We identify an electron by imposing the following requirements:
• The particle is charged.
• Its energy and direction fulfills: 0.25 < Ee/Eb„m

< 0.95; \соз с\ < 0.7.

• The associated energy deposition pattern (section 11) has exactly one bump,
and satisfies:
0.88 < .Е4/Я13 < 0.96;
0.50 < E1/E4 < 0.92;
E13/E37 > 0.96;
( i 2 — y a ) < 0.004 where (a;2 — y1) (defined in Appendix A) is a measure
of the oblateness of the lateral energy deposition.
As an illustration of the above pattern cuts we show in fig. 29 Б4/Б13, Б1/Б4,
E13/E37 and ( i 2 — y2), for electrons, pions and />-mesons from a Monte Carlo
simulation of т+т~ events.
After having defined the electron and ШР candidates, we make the follow
ing requirement for the cosine of the angle between the electron and the MIP
directions:
• cos(e, MIP) < 0.3.
The effects of the above cuts on the background sources described in the previ
ous section are shown in table 4. As may be seen from this table, the lower limit on
the electron energy is very important: The strong reduction of background from
e + e _ —» μ+μ~Ύ is due to the fact that the bremsstrahlung energy distribution
is roughly inversely proportional to the photon energy. An additional important
reason for this cut is that it ensures a high and well determined trigger efficiency.
The sample selected with the above cuts still shows a large enhancement of
events with an angle between the electron and the MIP directions near 180°
(fig. 30Ò). This effect is not observed in the e+e" —» г+т~ Monte Carlo sample as
can be seen in fig. 30a. This indicates the presence of a considerable background
from e+e~ —+ μ+μ~Ί , a contamination which is indeed confirmed by Monte Carlo
studies (see again fig. 30a). To further reduce this background, we require the
angle between the MIP and the electron directions to be greater than 169°, i.e.
• cos(e,MIP)>

-0.982.
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beam-gas
beam-wall
iGeVKE«.
Evi. < 1.15 X Ebeam
Ее/ЕЬелт > 0.25
Ее/Еьм < 0.95

соз е\ < 0.7
сов мір\ < 0.8
energy deposition
pattern of electron
energy deposition
pattern of MIP
cos(e, MIP)

e+e--^
+
e e-( 7 )

XX

e+e--»
+
μ μ~Ί
X

Τ —* KU

XX

XX

τ —* pv

e+e- -»
e+e-/i+/i-

XX
XX
XX
X

XX
X

XX
XX

X

X

X

XX

XX
XX

X

Table 4: Qualitative description of the effect of various cuts on the background
sources described in section IS.2. In reducing the background we distinguish three
leveh of effects, viz. blank, X, and XX denoting a small, moderate and large effect,
respectively.

-1 -0.975-0.95-0,925 -0.9 -a875-0.85-0.B25 -0Л

-1 -0.975-0.95-0.925 -0.9 -0.875-0.85-0.825 -0.8

cosfeMIP)

COS(%M)

Figure 30: (a) Cosine of the angle between the muon and electron-candidate
directions from Monte Carlo simulation of e + e" —» μ + μ~7 (solid line) and
e+e~ —» T + r~(7) (dashed line), (b) Cosine of the angle between the MIP and
the electron candidate directions from data.
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Finally, we consider the z-position distribution for the vertex of the e + c _ in
teractions. The ^-position of an event is determined from the tracks in the tube
chambers. If no clear track is available, г is assumed to be 0. The χ and у co
ordinates of the interaction point are always assumed 0 both in the experimental
data and in the Monte Carlo events. The ¿-position in the Monte Carlo events is
assumed to be Gaussian with a width of 2.7 cm.
The distribution of the ¿-position of the vertex for events which passed all
other cuts (fig. 31) shows a larger tail towards higher values of \z\ than does the
Monte Carlo sample. We therefore require for the г-position of the vertex:
• |2„ е гім| < 4.3 c m .

This cut rejects an additional 4% of the events and results in a slightly smoother
electron energy spectrum. Compared to the bunch length of 1.7 cm, the ver
tex position distribution is quite broad. This effect stems mainly from the poor
resolution of the tube chambers, which did not always function optimally. Its exis
tence greatly complicates the track reconstruction and the simulation of the tube
chambers in Monte Carlo; we therefore must treat the vertex distributions with
caution. At the point in the selection procedure where the vertex cut is applied,
no background is identified which could be responsible for the tail (e.g. beam gas
and beam wall events). It may well be that the tail consists of genuine r + r ~ events
for which the vertex is not well reconstructed.
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Figure 31: z-position of the vertex for events which passed all cuL· except that on
the г-position itself. The solid and dashed line represent the experimental data and
the Monte Carlo data, respectively. The Monte Carlo data were normalized to the
experimental data.
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+

The overall efficiency for detecting r r ~ events with one r decaying into an
electron and the other r into a muon or a minimum ionizing charged hadron (π
or K) using the cuts described above and a Monte Carlo simulation, is found to
+
be (11.7 ± 0.2 ± 2.1)%. The observed number of r r ~ events passing these cuts is
2763. A quantitative treatment of the background is presented in the next section.
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14.4.

Quantitative Background Estimation

e now proceed with the determination of the background remaining after the
selection cuts. It can easily be checked with a Monte Carlo simulation that
the background in our sample due to remaining Bhabha events or hadronic events is
negligible. This is also true for beam-gas and beam-wall events, as can be checked
by using single beam data. There is a 2% contamination of the selected sample
due to r —» тгі/ and τ —* pv (see section 14.2 (»«)). Because of the relatively small
contribution and the weak energy dependence of this background, the influence on
the shape of the observed electron spectrum is negligible.
The background due to μμη events is not negligible. In the analysed sample
there are about 255 К events of the type e + e - —• μ + μ - ( 7 ) and another 20 К
μμη events from direct Τ decays. A Monte Carlo study of this background was
done with a fully simulated sample of 498 К e + e - -+ μ + /ί~(7) 7 7 events. The
background spectrum is shown is figure 32. (In order to have higher statistics
some of the selection cuts were loosened, but of course not those depending on the
deposited energy of a μη pair it self.)
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Figure 32: Monte Carlo simuhtion of the energy deposited by α μη pair of
e+e~ -* μ+μ~η. The solid curve is the result of a fit to the form A/x + В (see
text).
As discussed above, the cut on the angle between the electron and the MIP
direction, was important in reducing the μμη contamination to an acceptable level.
Without this cut, the background would be ~25%; with the cut, the background,
as estimated from the above Monte Carlo sample, is reduced to (4.0 ± 0.3)%.
This, however, is not the whole story. In the Monte Carlo simulation pro
gramme for e + e~ —» μ+/<~(7) the photon comes either from the initial state or
from the final state. However, in events which pass the selection criteria the pho
ton is practically always bremsstrahlung from a muon. Hence in the Monte Carlo
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sample, the muons are practically always back to back. If one would be able to
include a next order radiative QED correction to the process e + e" —> μ+μ~{^) i.e.
to take into account an additional bremsstrahlung photon, it would be found that
the background due to continuum muon production is underestimated: Indeed, if
the additional bremsstrahlung photon comes from an electron or a positron the
angle between the muons will be smaller than 180° and possibly smaller than the
cut angle of 169°. Â partial compensation for this effect comes from the cut on
the neutral energy depositions; if an event with an initial state photon, having
an energy greater than 75 MeV, ends up in the main ball it is rejected by our
selection criteria.
Using the above e + e~ —» μ + /ί _ (γ) Monte Carlo generator, one can make an
estimate of the additional background due to e + c" —» μ+μ~^η where one of the
photons comes from the electron or positron. We proceed as follows: Events
are generated with initial state radiation only and the angle between the muon
directions is plotted (fig. 33). The additional fraction of background due to effects
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Figure 33: Cosine between the muon direciions for Monte Carlo e+e~ —» μ+μ~Ύ
events where the photon is due to initial state bremsstrahlung.. Events with a
photon having an energy more that 75 MeV (section 1S.S) in the ball have been
excluded.
of initial state radiation is estimated from the fraction of events, (7.7% ± 0.8%),
having οο3{μ+,μ~) > —0.982. The additional background thus found amounts to
7.7% X (25 - 4)% x 255/275 = (1.5 ± 0.2)% of the total selected data sample.
Contributions to the background from e+e~ —» μ*μ~ηη events where both the
photons come from the initial state or both from the final state are negligible.
The total background due to the above muon channels then becomes (5.5 ±
0.5)%, where the error is statistical only. We assume that the background spectrum
has the form A/x + B, with χ = Е/Еьеат- FVom a fit to the spectrum in fig. 32 we
obtain, for A, B, and x'/D.o.F., 1.67І0.07, -1.03±0.11, and 85.3/73, respectively.
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At this point one might wonder about background due to the two-photon pro
cess e + e _ —> ε+ε~μ+μ~ γ and the process τ+τ~ —• μ+μΊ/ννί/Ί where the 7's come
from one of the muons, especially when one realizes that the muons from such pro
cesses are in general not back to back. Furthermore, the cross section for the first
process is very large (~65 nb). That this background is nevertheless negligible is
due to the fact that the underlying angular distribution is very strongly peaked
in the forward direction, and the muon energy spectrum is very soft (fig. 34a, b)
compared to that of e + c~ —» μ+μ~'ϊ . The acceptance angle cuts and the lower
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Figure 34: Monte Carlo simulation of the \соз \ and energy distribution of muons
for the process e + e~ —• €+β~μ+μ~ f. Plotted are (a) the highest value of \соз \
for the two muons, (6) the energy of muons which passed the acceptance angle cuts
discussed in the text.
limit on the energy of the electron candidate alone reduce the effective cross sec
tion for e + e - —» 6+6~μ+μ~ η to ~0.08 nb. The bremsstrahlung photon spectrum
from μ —» μη will be very soft because the muons are relatively soft compared
to those from continuum muon production. Hence the deposited energy from the
μη pair will be well below the selection requirement for the electron. Therefore
background due the μη pairs form the process e + e - —• e + e"/i + /i~ 7 is negligible.
For similar reasons (except of course, the strong forward peaking), the background
due to τ + τ ~ —• μ + μ~ννννη is also negligible.
As discussed in section 14.2 (v) there exists another way for two-photon colli
sions to contaminate our sample. Using a Monte Carlo programme, 78 which takes
into account all lowest order Feynman graphs for e + e _ —» ε + β~μ + μ~, we deter
mine the contamination to our spectrum from this process to be (3.1 ± 0 . 9 ) % . This
number is obtained by comparing the visible cross section of εμ pairs from this
background source with e/i pairs from r pair production, after applying cuts at the
STEP1 level (section 13.1). The cuts related to the detector behaviour are of course
the same for e's and μ'β for both sources. The applied cuts are: (а) |со50 г | < 0.7
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and |αΜ0 μ | < 0.8, (Ь) 0.95 > EJE^n
> 0.25, (с) 0.3 > соз(е,^) > -0.98, and
(d) the muon kinetic energy be greater than 100 MeV. The visible cross sec
tions observed were 9.0 x 10""*nò and 2.9 x 10~2n6 for e + e~ -> ε+β'μ+μ" and
e + e _ —• т + г _ —» (^¡J^VVVV respectively. The electron spectrum from this background process is shown in figure 35; as expected from shape and the size of this
contamination, its influence on the observed spectrum from τ —> evv is marginal.
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Figure 35: Monte Carlo simulation of the energy spectrum of eß events due to the
rocess e+e —> ε+6~μ+μ~.
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The background samples treated above are scaled to the luminosity of the
+
+
e e~ —• τ τ~ sample. The energy spectrum of the resulting 289 background
+
_
+
events must be subtracted from that of the e e —» т г~ sample. The resulting
electron energy spectrum from r decay contains 2464 events. It is shown in fig
ure 36a together with the spectrum before background subtraction. The spectrum
+
+
obtained from a fully simulated Monte Carlo sample for e e~ —» т т~ where one
+
r decays into an e or e" and the other r into a MIP is shown in figure 366. It
contains 4974 events.
As discussed in section 14.3, the r —* evv detection efficiency ш obtained from
Monte Carlo simulation is 11.7%. This detection efficiency can be combined with
the known branching ratios for the tagging particles,* and the size of the analysed
r + T" sample to obtain a branching ratio for r -* ei/Fof (2464/11.7%)/(2x29.3%x
22\.K) = 16.3%. After including the errors, we finally obtain:
ВЩт -» evv) = (16.3 ± 0.3 ± 3.2)%
The statistical error is 0.3%. The systematic error is rather large because of the
hard cuts we use to suppress background. Major contributions to this systematic
error are: 15% uncertainty for the cut on Б2/Б13 of the MIP and a 10% ішcertainty
due to charged tagging efficiency. Our value for the branching ratio is in good
agreement with the particle data table value16 of (17.5 ± 0.4)%, which gives us
confidence that the background is properly taken care of.

•17.8%, 10.896, and 0.7%for/J*. T*. and K*, reepectively.1«
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15.

Efficiencies and Corrections

s discussed in section 4, the Michel parameter is measured by the shape of
the electron energy spectrum. In the previous section we determined the
contamination in our measured energy spectrum and subtracted it. In this section
we discuss the remaining corrections to be made to the spectrum. These are due
to the electron-energy dependence of the cuts applied to the data, both by the
hardware trigger and by the software cute, and by the energy dependence of the
QED corrections. The corrections are calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation
programmes discussed in section 13.

A

15.1.

Triggers

he three most important triggers (section 12.1) used in this analysis were
applied to e+e~ —» τ + τ~(7) events produced by a Monte Carlo simulation.
The total energy trigger picked up 75% of the events. Of the remaining events,
24% were picked up by the topology trigger. The /i-pair trigger was responsible
for picking up the last 1%. Hence, the combined triggers were fully efficient and
no correction to the electron energy spectrum is needed.

T

15.2.

Pattern cuts and various effects related to the energy
measurement

n important feature of the electron identification is the typical electromagnetic
shower pattern. The shower pattern requirements used in this analysis were
discussed in section 14.3. The efficiency of these criteria is, however, slightly energy
dependent.
To determine the efficiency of the pattern cuts we generated a Monte Carlo
sample of ~130 К electrons and positrons (STEP1) with a flat energy spectrum
ranging from 1 to 5.5 GeV and \соз \ < 0.7, the latter to avoid effects due to the
edge of the ball. These generated events were passed through a complete detector
simulation, i.e. STEP2 plus reconstruction, including the features discussed in
section 13. As discussed in that section, the electron shower pattern is very well
reproduced by our standard Monte Carlo simulation. The efficiency curve due to
the pattern cuts is then obtained by dividing 'bin by bin' the histogram of the
Monte Carlo energy spectrum after the pattern cuts by the one before the cuts.
The resulting efficiency as a function of the electron energy is shown in figure 37a.

A

There are two important effects, related to the energy measurement which
affect the spectrum: (a) lateral energy leakage, i.e. the energy deposited outside
the region of thirteen contiguous crystals (section 12.2.4) and, (6) the NaI(Tl)
energy response function.
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Figure 37: (a) The ratio of the electron spectrum obtained from a Monte Carlo
sample including pattern cuts with that without pattern cuts, (b) The efficiency
correction for the pattern cuts and effects related to the energy measurement.
The first effect is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulations. The cor
rection of 2.25% to the energy of the the group of thirteen, as discussed in sec
tion 12.2.4, was therefore applied to both the data and the Monte Carlo. The
2.25%, however, is an average of a distribution, a distribution which smears the
spectrum; this effect will influence the value obtained for the Michel parameter.
Effect (b) is due to the fact that the energy as measured in the NaI(Tl) is not Gaus
siani/ distributed but shows a tail on the lower side (fig. 38). This tail is purely
an effect of the NaI(Tl) scintillation material. Such a tedi effectively softens the
spectrum and therefore also has an effect on the measured value of the Michel pa
rameter. The NaI(Tl) response shape has been extensively studied 5 6 , 5 7 , 6 7 , 6 9 using
data and is fairly well reproduced by the Monte Carlo. The shape of this distri
bution shown in fig. 38 is approximately Gaussian in the region near the beam
energy; its width reflects the energy resolution.
To correct, for the effects (a) and (b) as well as for the efficiency of the pattern
cuts, we divide the spectrum obtained after the pattern cuts from the fully sim
ulated Monte Carlo sample by the STEPl spectrum of the same sample, i.e. by
the spectrum at the generator level.
The resulting correction curve is shown in figure 376. Not applying any of the
above corrections would have resulted in a 5% increase in the measured value of
the Michel parameter.
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15.3.

QED Corrections

s discussed in section 5, QED corrections have a large influence on the electron spectrum. To repeat: A photon radiated from the r or electron takes
away energy from the latter, thereby making the electron spectrum softer. In this
connection one can distinguish between initial and final state radiation. In the
latter case, photons radiate from the r or from the electron. Bremsstrahlung from
the τ and initial state radiation are included in the Monte Carlo generator 1 1 and
are thus included in t h e correction to be described below. However, radiation
from the final state electron is not included in this generator. It can in principle
have a significant effect on the spectrum.' 8 In our experiment, however, this ef
fect is negligible because the angle between the photon and the electron is very
small (of the order of 0.2° for Ee > I GeV) 8 0 compared t o the resolution of our
calorimeter (about 3°). Thus the d a t a partly correct themselves for this effect.
Furthermore, the energy of the bremsstrahlung photons decreases rapidly with
increasing emission angles.

A

In order t o correct for initial state radiation and for bremsstrahlung from r ' s , we
generated two Monte Carlo samples (STEP1 only) each containing 480K electrons
and positrons. One sample included radiative corrections while the other did not.
In each of the samples events were generated at beam energies corresponding t o the
distribution of the produced τ+τ~ pairs in the data. For the sample containing no
radiative corrections, t h e mixture was: 29%, 29%, and 42% at beam energies 4.73,
5.01, and 5.29 GeV, respectively. For the sample containing radiative corrections
there is a slight complication in order to account for the fact that г + т ~ pairs
produced by direct Τ decays (13K in T(1S) and 3K in T(2S)) are not affected
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by initial state radiation. Therefore 7% of this sample does not include initial
state radiative corrections. The remaining 93% contains events at beam energies
of 4.73, 5.01, and 5.29 GeV with fractions of 24%, 27%, and 42% , respectively.
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Figure 39: The electron energy spectrum from a STEPl Monte Carlo sample with
out (a), and with (ò) QED effects. The superimposed curves are fits to the spectra
yielding Michel parameter values о/0.758±0.006 in <Ae case of (a) and 0.540±0.007
in the case of (b).
Fitting the spectrum obtained from the sample which did not include QED
effects (fig. 39a) with eq.(33) gives a Michel parameter of 0.758 ± 0.006 with a
X2/D.o.F. of 74.9/98, a result consistent with the value of 0.75 assumed in the
generator. For practical reasons, the β in the fit formula is calculated using the
average beam energy, i.e. the beam energy weighted by the number of г + т - pairs
produced at each energy. This fit thus shows that, when adopting the above
procedure, the error introduced by fitting part of the events in the spectrum with
the 'wrong' beam energy is negligible.
The spectrum obtained from the sample including radiative corrections (shown
in fig. 39b) is in fact quite similar to the one without these corrections, and one
can therefore use again eq.(33) to describe this spectrum. 28 The parameter ρ is,
of course, no longer the Michel parameter, but only an effective parameter. The
fit gives an effective ρ parameter of 0.540 ± 0.007 with a x2/D.o.F. of 126.6/98.
Although the fit is of insufficient quality, these values indicate that this spectrum
is indeed softer then the one without QED corrections, as expected.
The correction to the data is obtained by dividing 'bin by bin' the spectrum
without radiative corrections by the spectrum with radiative corrections or alter
natively by dividing the two curves corresponding to the fits. However, one can
not blindly apply this correction because some of the selection cuts can have an
influence on the QED correction to be applied. This is, for example, the case for
our cut on the neutral energy depositions described in the previous chapter. A cut
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on t h e energy of bremsstrahlung photons influences the observed electron energy
spectrum. E.g., an upper limit on the energy of such a photon makes the spectrum
slightly harder than the QED uncorrected spectrum. Thus this cut actually re
duces t h e correction. In fact, in this case, after applying the 75 MeV upper limit
cut on t h e photon energy in the main ball, the effective ρ parameter increases to
0.558 ± 0.007.
FVom this example we learn t h a t in determining t h e total correction (for QED
a n d other effects t o be described below) one has t o simultaneously include all cuts
t h a t can influence the spectrum shape. Only in this way are correlations between
the various corrections properly taken care of.

15.4.

Corrections due to Experimental Cuts

ur analysis uses various cuts which have an influence on the electron energy
spectrum, although this is not immediately obvious from the cuts themselves.
In t h e previous section we have seen an example: the cut on the neutral energy
depositions indirecty influences the spectrum through its modification of the QED
correction. In this section we discuss similar effects related to other cuts.
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Figure 40: The electron energy spectrum from a STEP1 Monte Carlo sample in
cluding QED effects and the cuts influencing the energy spectrum. See text. The
superimposed curve is a fit to the spectrum yielding the Michel parameter value of
0.447 ± 0.009.
Corrections to the observed spectrum are needed because of the angular accep
tance of the electron (|созв е | < 0.7) * and because of the cut on the angle between
the electron and the minimum ionizing particle (—0.98 < cos{e, M IP) < 0.3).
*The cut on the acceptance angle of the minimum ionizing particle {|со«(?л/;р| < 0.8) has no
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The bias caused by the angular acceptance is due to the fact that a r produced
at a small angle will be detected only if the decay angle of the electron is sufficiently
large; thus lower energy decay electrons are preferentially detected. This effect is
partially cancelled by r's produced at angles greater than the cut angle, for which
lower energy electrons are preferentially lost. However, this compensation is not
perfect, since the cross section is larger at smaller production angles. Hence the
spectrum is biased to lower values of electron energies.
It is clear that a cut on the angle between the electron and minimum ionizing
particle can have an influence on the electron energy spectrum if one realizes
that the angular distributions of the two particles are not independent. They are
correlated; first, by the boosts of the r's, and second, by the spin correlations
between the r's. 9 , 1 1 The upper Umit on the соз(е,МІР) has in fact no significant
influence on the spectrum because this cut is nearly 100% efficient. The lower limit
on cos(e,MIP) however, biases our sample to lower electron energies because
high energy decay particles tend to occur at smaller angles with respect to the
r direction. This results in angles between the charged particles close to 180°, i.e.
in an increased chance of rejection.
Figure 40 shows the STEP1 electron spectrum including QED effects, subjected
to the cos(e, MIP) cut, as well as to the cuts on the neutral energy deposition
and on the electron angular acceptance. The fit yielded an effective Michel pa
rameter of 0.447 ± 0.009 with a xi/D.o.F. = 100.7/98. Comparing this result with
Michel parameter values given above, provides us an indication of the eifects of
the discussed cute.

15.5.

Corrections: Epilogue

s has been stated above, all corrections to the spectrum, apart from the ones
related to the energy measurement and the electron identification cuts, must
be determined simultaneously, if one is to take into account the correlations be
tween these corrections.
The spectrum including all cuts which have an influence on the spectrum was
already presented in fig. 40. The corrections (due to QED and the cuts dis
cussed above) to the observed spectrum are thus given by dividing the plots in
the figures 39a and 40, where dividing can be interpreted either as dividing the
histograms bin by bin, or dividing the curves. The ρ value assumed in the Monte
Carlo generator is 0.75. The corrections are found not to be significantly dependent
on this value.
In order to check the full corrections, we apply them to the spectrum (fig. 36b)
from a fully simulated (i.e. including the detector properties) e + e~ —• τ+τ~ Monte
Carlo sample subjected to the same cuts as the data. A fit to this spectrum (fig. 41)
i
with eq.(33) yields a Michel parameter of 0.73 ± 0.05 with a x /D.o.F. = 58.8/65.

A

significant influence on the spectrum.
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Figure 41: The electron spectrum from a fully simulated Monte Carlo sample sub
jected to the same cuts as the data. All corrections are included. The superimposed
curve corresponds to a fit yielding a Michel parameter of 0.73 ± 0.05.
There was no significant difference between the 'bin by bin division' and the 'curve
division' method. Furthermore, it should be noted that all the efficiency and energy
corrections were obtained from independent Monte Carlo samples.
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16.
16.1.

Results
The Michel Parameter

e apply the correction curve from the Monte Carlo simulation, derived as
described in the previous section, to the background subtracted data spectrum. The resulting spectrum is shown is figure 42. For comparison, the spectrum
is also shown imcorrected and without background subtraction. The expected

W

Figure 42: The electron energy spectrum from the decay r—* euv. The uncorrected
and corrected electron energy spectra are represented by the histogram and the
crosses, respectively. The errors given are statistical only.
distribution in the laboratory frame is given by eq.(33), which is repeated here:

dx

A

- ^ßY

_i^(3

+

3/3-4*)-|, 1-

4x2

(1+W

•(9 + 9ß-

]}

Wx)

(45)
2
with χ = Ee/Ebeam, and β = Jl — (ΐητ/£?ί„.αη,) . Recall that this formula is valid
for x > (1 — β)/2, a condition clearly fulfilled by our spectrum as β m 0.93.
Recall also that the r-neutrino mass is assumed to be zero. A non-zero value
for the r-neutrino mass of the order of the present upper limit (35 MeV at 95%
26
25
confidence level ), would not change the spectrum significantly. The constant
Aerp is determined by normalizing to the total number of events in the spectrum.
Thus a fit ha« only one parameter, the Michel parameter p.
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Figure 43: The corrected e-energy spectrum from the decay τ —> et/V . The
dashed line represents the curve expected for a Michel parameter of 0.75. The
solid curve represents the fit to the spectrum which yielded a Michel parameter
value of 0.64 ± 0.06. The figure and fit result include statistical errors only.
For the fit of expression (45) to the corrected spectrum, or the calculation of
the χ2 for an ad hoc /»-hypothesis, we combine, for statistical reasons, the last
six bins of the spectrum into three pairs of adjacent bins. Fig. 42 then contains
67 data points. Since the normalization constant AeXp is fixed by the number of
observed events, the number of degrees of freedom (D.o.F.) of the χ 3 is 67 — 1 = 66
for any ad hoc fixed value of ρ and 65 for a fit in which ρ is allowed to vary.
We first test the hypotheses of V —A, V от A, and + АЪу fixing the value of
ρ to 0.75, 0.375, and 0, respectively, and by calculating the χ 2 of expression (45)
with respect to the corrected spectrum. The energy spectrum corresponding to
the V — A interaction hypothesis shown as the dotted curve in figure 43.
The resulting χ 2 values are given in table 5. Pure V — Λ is consistent with the
data, with a confidence level (C.L.) of 13%; V or Λ is marginally consistent, while
V + Ais clearly rejected. We also minimize the χ 2 with ρ as a free parameter; the
result is given in table 5 and, shown as a solid curve in figure 43.
81
The fitting is performed using the programme MINUIT. The statistical error
82
on ρ is taken as that value which, when added to or subtracted from the value
2
2
which minimizes χ , increases this χ by 1. The error thus obtained was identical
to the one obtained using the covariance matrix, i.e. by assuming a parabolic
2
2
behaviour of the χ near the minimum, and inverting the second derivative of χ
with respect to p.
Next we fix /) to a series of ad hoc values and calculate the χ 2 of expression
(45) with respect to the experimental spectrum. The result is shown in figure 44a.
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Interaction
Ρ

X*ID.o.F.

CL. (%)

0.75
0.375
0.0
0.64 ±0.06

78.8/66
96.8/66
205.0/66
76.5/65

13
1
<0.001
16

TWI>T

V-A
V or A
V + A
free

Table 5: Fit» to the electron energy apeetrum. The error on the Michel parameter
ρ from the last fit is statiatical only.
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Figure 44: The behaviour of x J versus the parameter ρ for the experimental data,
and Monte Carlo spectrum. The number of degrees of freedom is 66.
Using this figure the probability for a range of ρ values can be determined. For
comparison we also show the corresponding plot (fig. 446) obtained from the Monte
Carlo spectrum presented in figure 41 of the previous section. The behaviour of
the χ1'в is quite similar, although the minimum χ 3 value is higher for the experi
mental data. This is presumably due to the fact that in the experimental data the
systematic errors were neglected and, as a result, the total errors underestimated.
We can also determine the Michel parameter using the average of the spectrum,
i.e. the method used by the MAC group (see section 6). This average is, via
eq.(45) dependent on p, the beam energy and the energy acceptance interval. It
can therefore be used to determine p. The average of our spectrum was found to
be {Е/Еьлт) = 0.4891 ± 0.0028 (statistical error only), which results in a Michel
parameter of 0.69 ± 0.06. This is in good agreement with our fit result.
The drawback of the averaging method is that only a fraction of the information
given by the full spectrum is used. F\irthermore, this method can of course only be
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Figure 45: The electron energy (ζ = Вв/Еивт) spectrum of data taken near/on
T(1S) (a), t(iS) (b), and T(4S) (c) energies, (d) is the sum of the spectra (a)
and (b). The superimposed curves represent fits to the data. Cf. table 6.
applied after it has been checked that the spectrum is indeed described (to some
confidence level) by eq.(45) and the value obtained for p. In the previous procedure,
i.e. fitting the spectrum with a freely varying Michel parameter, both tasks (the
2
/»-determination and the χ test) are performed simultaneously. Therefore the
fitting procedure can be regarded as superior.

Our data were taken at beam energies varying between 4.7 GeV and 5.3 GeV.
For practical reasons, in eq.(45) β was calculated using the average beam energy,
i.e. the beam energy weighted with the number of τ+τ~ pairs produced at each
energy. The corrections previously described were obtained from a Monte Carlo
event sample with a corresponding mixture of beam energies. As stated above,
from the Monte Carlo point of view, the error introduced by this procedure was
negligible.
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data
subsample
T(1S)
T(2S)
T(1S)+T(2S)
T(4S)
aU

I number of
|
events
699
685
1384
1080
2464

XVD.O.F.
forV-A
27.9/36
36.7/37
41.3/45
104.8/45
78.8/66
3

Table 6: Result of fits and calculations of χ
subsamples taken near Ύ(18), T(BS), etc.

Ρ

X4D.O.F.

0.64 ±0.11
0.69 ± 0.12
0.67 ± 0.08
0.51 ±0.09
0.64 ± 0.06

27.0/35
36.4/36
40.3/44
98.2/44
76.5/65

with eq. (45) with spectra from data

As a check on this, the experimental data sample was split into subsamples
taken near or on T(1S), T(2S) and T(4S) energies. We observe 699, 685 and 1080
events for the T(1S), T(2S) and T(4S) subsamples, respectively. These numbers
are consistent with the expected number of produced r pairs based on luminosity,
cross section, and r+r"" production by direct Τ decay, i.e. we expect 65K, 63.2K,
and 93.4K r + r~ pairs for data taken near/on T(1S), T(2S) and, T(4S), respec
tively. The corresponding spectra are shown in figs 45a, 6, and c. The fit results
are presented in table 6. In addition, for statistical reasons and because they yield
practically identical results, data near/on T(1S) and T(2S) have been added. The
result is shown in figure A5d and again in table 6.
With the exception of the T(4S) data all x2/D.o.F. are consistent with V — A.
The χ21D.o.F. for the T(4S) spectrum is high and this could be an indication
of systematic problems in this data subsample. In the absence of a satisfying
explanation for this effect we cannot but include the data near/on the T(4S) energy
in the total sample and accept the larger χ 2 which results from this inclusion. We
can actually make a direct check for the hypothesis that all data subsamples have
a compatible underlying probability distribution, using the Kolmogorov test. 8 3 In
this test we compare the spectrum from data taken near/on the T(1S) and T(2S)
energies with the spectrum from data taken near/on the T(4S) energy. The test
gives a confidence level of 13% that the two distributions came from the same
parent distribution. We conclude that all the spectra of the above subsamples are
indeed consistent.
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16.2.

W

Systematic Errors

e find the following contributions to the systematic error on the measurement
ofp:

(а) 0.01 due to uncertainties in the trigger efficiency.
The settings of the trigger thresholds were not exactly the same during all run
periods. In applying the trigger simulation programme to the Monte Carlo data,
63
we simply took the nominal settings. For the determination of the error we varied
the settings according to the fluctuations which occurred in running conditions.
(б) 0.03 due to uncertainties in the efficiency of the electron identification and
the energy correction function needed to take into account the lateral leakage and
the NaI(Tl) response.
This error actually consists of three parts: (t) 0.01 due to uncertainties in the
pattern cut efficiency curve (fig. 37) because of limited Monte Carlo statistics.
(ii) 0.02, obtained by varying the energy scale by 0.3% in order to take into
account the uncertainty in the lateral energy leakage (cf. section 15.2); and (tit)
0.02 resultingfromvarying the magnitude of the correction for a small non-linearity
in the energy calibration, (cf. section 12.2.4)
(c) 0.03 due to uncertainties in the angle between the minimum ionizing particle
and the electron directions.
Direction measurement in our detector are less good for ionizing particles then for
electromagnetic showers. Measurement of the direction of ionizing particles within
one crystal is difficult, even if one uses tube chamber information. A reasonable
error in the angle between the directions of an electron and an ionizing particle
is ~ 3 e . Propagated in a Monte'Carlo simulation this uncertainty results in an
uncertainty of 0.03 in the value for p.
(d) 0.03 due to uncertainties in the QED correction.
The error consists of two parts: (t) 0.02 coming from uncertainties in the Monte
Carlo generator for e + e~ —• т+т~(у) , n and (it) 0.02 from uncertainies in the cor
rections as a result of limited Monte Carlo statistics. This number is the difference
in the ρ values resulting from the 'bin by bin division' approach and the 'fit curve'
approach to the correction, (cf. section 15.3)
(e) 0.02 due to uncertainties in background from other r decays, radiative
Bhabha events and e + e~ —» e + e~/i + p _ events.
Specifically: (i) An uncertainty of 0.01 resulted from increasing or decreasing the
background from r —» πν and τ —• pu by 50% in order to take into account un
certainties in the simulation of pions strongly interacting in the ball.74 (it) From
the Monte Carlo simulation the background due to (radiative) Bhabha events was
found to be negligible. The Monte Carlo statistics, however, was rather poor com
pared to that of the experimental data. If there were a contribution, it would
preferebly come near the end of the spectrum, and because of the low statistics
in that energy range, a small contribution could have an influence. Adding 0.5%
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background at random near the end of the spectrum resulted in a maximum varia
tion of 0.02 in the value of p. This 0.5% is based on the number of observed events
near Ε,/Еьеат = 1) after the upper limit requirement on the electron energy (cf.
section 14.3) is omitted, (ttt) The effect of the uncertainty in the magnitude of
the background from e + e~ —• €+6~μ+μ~ was found to be negligible. Varying this
contribution by such as much as 100% (an unlikely large effect), resulted in a
variation of only 0.01 in the value of the Michel parameter.
(ƒ) 0.03 due to the uncertainty on the μμ77 background.
This uncertainty stems from two sources. First, an uncertainty originating from
the rough method used for estimating the additional background due to the pres
ence of an initial state photon, and secondly, an uncertainty in the magnitude of
the background due to the uncertainty in the angle between the electron candidate
and the muon direction.' Together these two error sources result in an uncertainty
for the μγ background of 50%.
(g) 0.03 due to variations in the free fit results when varying the fit intervals
and the bin sizes within reasonable limits.
Adding the above errors in quadrature yields a total systematic error of 0.07.

'As an additional check on the μ·/ contamination, we removed this cut. After subtraction of
the increased background (~25%), we fitted the resulting spectrum. We obtained, in agreement
1
with the previous fit result, ρ = 0.64 ± 0.05 with a x /D.o.F. of 90.4/65. Although the statistical
error is slightly smaller than the one obtained before, the systematic error is presumably much
3
larger, which could also be the reason for the poorer χ . Correcting for this systematic error is
expected to be difficult because it critically involves the accuracy of the angle between the muon
direction and the emitted photon direction in the Monte Carlo generator, and also the handling of
minimum ionizing particles by GHEISHA (section 13). We therefore have retained the cut on the
angle between the muon and the electron direction.
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17.

Conclusions

he electron spectrum is consistent with a pure V — A interaction, at a confi
dence level of 13%. Fitting the energy spectrum with a freely varying Michel
parameter yields
ρ = 0.64 ± 0.06 ± 0.07
(46)

T

(the first error being statistical, the second systematic) at the somewhat higher
confidence level of 16%.
As a result of our very good energy resolution and the large sample of r decays
available, an energy spectrum was obtained containing a lot more information than
the spectra from existing measurements. This resulted in a more reliable check of
the V — A hypothesis and a more precise determination of the Michel parameter
Combining the above result with previous measurements of ρ from r —» tv ν {cf.
table 3), we obtain a weighted average value of ρ = 0.64 ± 0.06, where the er
ror is obtained by adding in quadrature the statistical and systematic errors (if
available). This value is about two standard deviations away from the V — A
value of 0.75. If the measurements from r —* μνν are also included, a value of
ρ = 0.70 ± 0.05 is obtained in good agreement with the V — A value. It is curious,
that the four values from τ —» evV all lie below the V — A value while the two
values from τ —» μνν both he above 0.75. However, in view of the relatively large
errors and the small number of experiments this can be regarded as a coincidence.
The average value of the Michel parameter ρ and its error can be used to
obtain a lower limit on the wino mass M{^. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for
ρ with a central value of 0.70 and a standard deviation of 0.05, and using eq.(34)
of section 7.1, we obtain a lower limit for MC¡,/Mw at 90% confidence level of 2.2.
This limit is of the same order of magnitude as the limit 36 obtained from the much
better measured decay μ —» evv.' Since in supersymmetric models, Mft and Mw
are expected to be roughly of the same order of magnitude, the above limit is to
weak to exclude any such models.
We also determined the branching ratio for the decay τ —» evv . We found:
BR(T->evv)

= (16.3 ± 0 . 3 ± 3 . 2 ) % .

(47)

This value is in good agreement with results from other experiments. 16

'This ів due to the fact that the ratio Mw/Mfr appears as a fourth power in the expression for
p; thus the lower limit does not depend strongly on the precision of the experimental data.
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Part IV

Analysis of Exotic τ Decay Modes
s discussed in section 8, it is of interest to search for decay modes which are
forbidden in the Standard Model either to discover violations or to place limits
on various extensions of the Standard Model. In the final part of this thesis we
describe our search for τ —• βγ, г —• етг", and г —• &η.

A

18.
18.1.

Data Analysis
Introduction
+

-

e search for τ τ events where one r decays into a single charged particle
(called the tag) plus neutrinos and the second r decays into the channel of
interest (e-f, en" or e?/). The search for r —» 67, r —» етг", and τ —ν er/ proceeds via
reconstruction of the invariant mass of the electron-neutral system. For the latter
two decays the π" and the η are first reconstructed from their two decay photons.
The method used to achieve this depends on whether the two photons have a large
enough opening angle to give two well separated clusters of energy deposition. If
this is the case, the invariant mass of the neutral particle is calculated directly
from the measured energy and directions of the two photons. We will refer to
such neutrals as "open" neutrals. However, if the individual showers overlap, they
form a more or less elliptical lateral energy deposition distribution in a number
of contiguous crystals. Such a distribution can be distinguished from the more
circular distribution originating from a single photon. Flatty displays of a Monte
Carlo event of each type, single 7, merged neutral, and open neutral, are shown
in figs. 46-48. A more detailed study of such energy deposition patterns with
Monte Carlo techniques has produced an algorithm (cf. Appendix A) which yields
an estimate for the invariant mass, called the shower mass, and for the direction
cosines of the parent π" or η. Α π" от η identified in this fashion will be referred
to as a "merged" π 0 or τ;. Combining both methods for the reconstruction of the
invariant mass we are able to identify, albeit with an efficiency which decreases
towards high energies, 7r0's with energies up to about 2.5 GeV and rç's with energies
up to the maximum available energy (i.e. ~ 5 GeV).

W

Obviously the degree of overlap of the two photon showers depends on the
invariant mass and the boost of the parent particle. Because of this we expect
to find few 7r0's with two well separated photons in the decay r —* етг"; hence we
have looked for merged 7r0's only. However, in the τ —* eq analysis, we searched
for both open and merged r/'s.
The data used for this analysis were collected during runs on the T(1S), T(2S)
and T(4S) and on the continuum near these resonances. The integrated luminosity
was 260 p ò - 1 . The total number of produced r pairs both from continuum e + e - —»
τ + τ - events and from the τ + τ - decay of the Τ states is (265 ± 9) χ 10 3 .
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Figure 46: A flatty display of a Monte Carlo event e+e~ -» r+r~ , where one τ
decays into ef (particles 1 and S) and the other τ into a charged pion (particle 2)
plus a neutrino.
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Figure 47: A flatty display of a Monte Carlo event e e~ -* τ τ " , where one
τ decays into етг" and the other τ into μνν. The two photons are unresolved by
the detector and produce a 'merged π" ' (S). See text.
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Figure 48: A flatty display of a Monte Cerio event e+e -» r+r" , when one
τ decays into «?;ι/ -Φ 77 and the other r into μνΡ. The two photons (S and 4)
produce two distinct showers in the ball.
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18.2.

Event Selection

s in the previous analyses the cuts to be described are designed to reduce
as much as possible the background for the decay channels of interest. This
background comes mainly from (a) radiative Bhabha events and (6) conventional
+
τ τ ~ decays.

A

(a) A typical radiative Bhabha event consists of an electron, a positron and one
(or more) photon(s). It is therefore immediately clear that these events can con
+
tribute background in the search for events of the type т г~ with one τ decaying
into any charged particle and the other r decaying into ey.
Low energy photons normally have very low shower masses (c/. Appendix A).
However, due to statistical fluctuations in the energy deposition distribution, it
sometimes happens that a photon fakes a merged ir" от even a merged η. Further
more, high energy photons (E £ 2.5 GeV) are not distinguishable from merged
7r0's at similar energies. In addition, if there are two radiative photons in a Bhabha
event it is possible that their invariant mass, by coincidence, is found to be near
the η mass.
(b) Conventional г + т " events can give a background via, for instance, the decay
channels Tj —• charged particle + j/'s and rj —» up —» νππ" when the charged
pion fakes an electron or positron in the calorimeter through its strong interaction
(cf. section 14.2). Another possibility is that the decay channels r^ —• evT and
Tj —* vp —* uwir" are selected, and that the invariant mass of the e and π" is found
to be close to the r mass.
Background stemming from radiative Bhabha decays strongly dominates that
coming from conventional r + r" decays.
We now proceed with the description of the selection cuts. Keeping in mind
the preceding section and the above discussion of the expected background, the
cuts are quite obvious. The exact numerical cut values have been determined using
Monte Carlo simulation of the processes of interest and of the background. In the
first step of the event selection we require:
• Exactly two charged particles, both with \соз \ < 0.85 and a measured
energy greater than 100 MeV. In addition, the angle between the charged
particle directions is required to be larger than 90°.
• A total measured energy (Em,) for the event satisfying 0.4 < Ev„/2Ebeam
<
0.875. The effect of this cut is shown in fig. 49. In addition to Bhabha
events, this cut rejects beam-gas and beam-wall events.
• Exactly one or two neutral particles, each having an energy (E) in the main
ball satisfying E > 30 MeV.
• At least one electron candidate, which fulfills the following criteria: A single
bump connected region with an associated charge-tag or track, satisfying
0.1 < Ec/Ebeam < 0.9 and the standard pattern cuts. The latter are given
by the conditions: 0.45 < E1/E4 < 0.94 and 0.78 < E4/E13 < 0.985.
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Figure 49: The ratio of the total measured energy to the centre-of-mas» energy for
Monte Carlo (¿olid) and experimental data (dashed), respectively.
Compared to the requirements in the Michel parameter analysis, the above
energy pattern cuts on the electron are relatively soft in order to ensure an as high
as possible efficiency. In the former analysis our main concern was to get a sample
as pure as possible; here our main concern is statistics.
At this point, the further analysis steps become dependent on the decay channel
under consideration. For the ej case we require:
• Exactly one photon candidate having a single bump connected region, standard pattern cuts, and an energy satisfying ΕΊ > 250 MeV.
For the етг" and er/ case we impose the following requirements:
• When searching for a merged it" от ψ Only one neutral connected region
having either one or two bumps. In addition,
for the ж0:
ECI
> 500 MeV and 75 < shower тпазз/Ме
< 210 (figure 50);
and for the ψ
Econ-ret- > 2500 MeV and 400 < shower mass/MeV < 700.
• When searching for an open η: Two photons each with an energy E >
30 MeV, and an invariant mass (M) satisfying 400 < M/MeV < 700*

'Using separate photons, it is in fact possible to measure the η width more precisely than
suggested by this cut. We use these values in order to maintain uniformity with the cut values
used for the merged η'β.
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Figure 50: Shower mass vs. the connected тедлоп energy for Monte Carlo and
experimental data on τ —> en" The region accepted by the cuts is indicated.
At this stage of the analysis the e, 7, τ 0 and η are selected, and we can now
proceed with the cuts required to select the proper e — neutral system. We require:
• 0 < cos(e, neutral) < 0 82
• 0.84 < (E. + Е^га/Еъ^

< 1.02

• Er{neutral)/Ebtam > 0.2 where Ej = E x аіп is the transverse energy.
• [ET(e) + 0.78 x ET{neutral)\ / f w » > 0.6
The effects of these cuts are illustrated in figs. 51 and 52.
Now that the e—neutra/ system is selected we require the energy of the tagging
particle to be less than 0 55 χ Ε^ατη. Except for the condition that the tagging
particle should be charged, tbs is the only cut on this particle. Hence it can
be an electromagnetically showering particle (an electron), a minimum ionizing
particle (a μ or a charged π or K) or any particle producing an irregular energy
pattern, such as a strongly interacting hadron. A charged ρ meson from the decay
r* —• p±v, highly boosted to the point that the energy patterns of the ire and the
charged π overlap, can also give a contribution to the tag.
Later on, when analysing the results, we will consider the subsample of events
where the tagging particle is a minimum ionizing particle. This condition will
decrease the background considerably; the efficiency, however, will also decrease.
Such a minimum ionizing particle will be identified using the following additional
requirements:
• A measured energy and an energy deposition pattern which satisfy EMJP <
350 MeV and Ε2/Ε13 > 0.94, respectively.
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experimental data опт —* e-y.
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Finally, to reject events which have other particles besides the three particles of
interest, we require that less than 250 MeV energy was deposited in the endcaps.
For the same reason we require the residual energy, i.e. the total energy measured
in the main ball minus the sum of the energies of the three particles of interest, to
be less than 6% of the energy in the main ball.

19.

Results and Discussion

e will first consider the case in which the tagging particle can be any charged
particle and where the π 0 or η is reconstructed from photons with overlap
ping (merged) energy depositions. The Monte Carlo signals for T'S decaying into
e-f, еж" and er; are shown in fig. 53. These signals are fitted with a Gaussian
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Figure 53: Invariant mass (M) plots from Monte Carlo for ey, еж" and βη, respec
tively. The drawn curves represent a fit to the histogram with central value c.v.
and standard deviation σ as indicated. See text.
distribution for which the central value and width are allowed to vary freely. The
fit results are also shown in fig. 53; they are consistent with the mass of the r and
the resolution of the detector. The fact that the position of the peak is slightly
too low is probably due to leakage effects (cf. section 12.2.4). This effect can be
neglected aa the shift in the mass is the same for Monte Carlo and experimental
data. Ftom the simulations we derive detection efficiencies, i.e. the fraction of
+
τ τ~ events detected when one r decays via one of the known decay modes and
the other τ decays via the mode being searched for. Efficiencies of 12.5%, 6.7%
and 0.9% were found for τ -• e-y, τ —* en", and τ —» er/ —» 677, respectively.
Figure 54 shows the invariant mass plots from the 67, еж" and er/ searches in
real data. The Gaussian curves represent fits to the signals obtained from Monte
Carlo simulation for a branching ratio of 5 x 10~ 4 . No significant signals consistent
with our resolution are observed in any of the decay channels. In particular, the
τ —» er/ data plot contains only two entries, both significantly higher in mass than
the expected signal.
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Monte Carlo signaU expected for a branching ratio of 0.05%.
For the decays τ —» βγ and г —» етг" there exists a significant background,
mainly due to radiative Bhabha events. In order to reduce this background we also
examine the subsample of events where the tagging particle is minimum ionizing,
the MlP-tagged events. This results in reduced efficiencies: 6.4% and 3.1% for
τ -+ e7 and r —• ev", respectively. There is no significant shift in the central
values and widths for the Monte Carlo signals. The resulting mass plots for the
data are shown cross-hatched in fig. 54. The background is essentially gone; in the
signal region only three events survive the cuts in the τ -+ 67 analysis and none
in the τ —• еж" analysis.
We now turn to the case where the η is reconstructed from two well separated
photons. In order to reduce the background as much as possible we immediately
require a MIP-tag. This results in zero events. The Monte Carlo simulation gives
an efficiency of 0.9%. Since merged-»; and open-i; are mutually exclusive categories,
the two samples may be combined. The result is zero events in the signal region
and an efficiency of 1.8%.
The branching ratio, B, is calculated from the number of observed decays,
ΛΓ0, by ß = -Wo/F, F = eNT, where e is the detection efficiency and Nr is the
number of r leptons produced in the experiment. An error on Ντ of 3.5% arises
from uncertainties in the luminosity, the cross section for c + c~ —» r+r~ and the
branching ratios of the Τ resonances to г + т _ . Two sources contribute to the
error on e: The tracking efficiency of charged particles in the tube chambers,
which is uncertain to 10%. In addition, the limited Monte Carlo statistics, which
contribute errors of 7.3% and 9.9% for τ -> cy and r -+ еж", respectively, when
using "any tag"; 10.2% and 14.6% for τ -i ey and r -• еж", respectively, when
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requiring a MlP-tag; and 15.6% for the combined τ —» erç analysis. For the
MIP-tag samples there is an additional 10% systematic error coming from the
Monte Carlo simulation of the calorimeter response to muons and charged pions.
By comparison with the above, all other sources of error are insignificant. All
significant errors are added in quadrature to obtain the error on F , σρ, for each
decay sample separately.
Since no significant signals are observed, we can only compute upper limits on
the branching ratio (B) for each decay mode. We follow a standard procedure
described in ref. 16.
By definition, the 90% confidence level upper limit (Bgo) is that value of В
such that the probability of observing a number of events N > No is 90%, i.e.
0.90=

£

PB(N) = 1 - £

N=N,+1

(48)

PB(N)

N=O

where PB(JV) is the probability of observing N events for a branching ratio B.
The philosophy of this method can be visualized by imagining a Poissonian-type
distribution with a mean Ngo ( = F • B90) where N0 is placed on the lower tail of
this distribution such that the sum of the distribution from 0 to N0 is 10% of the
full sum. Using the mean value BQQ of this Poissonian-type distribution as the
desired upper limit, we expect to see N < N0 events only in 10% of the repetitions
of the experiment. In cases in which the above quantity F is exactly known, Βχ
can be evaluated quite simply.16
In our case, however, F has a relatively large error, which makes it slightly
more complicated to solve eq.(48). We therefore determine £90 by using Monte
Carlo repetitions of the experiment. This procedure is described in more detail in
ref. 85. In our calculation we assume that F is distributed according to a Gaussian
with mean eNT and width σρ. Thus in the t' A experiment we expect μ, = BFi
events. The number of events we would actually observe, N,, then come from a
Poissonian distribution with mean μ,-. By repeating the experiment many times
(Monte Carlo), for a particular value of В we can determine PB(N); the fraction of
the experiments yielding N events. This procedure is repeated for different values
of В until PB(N) satisfies eq.(48).
More formally 85 the probabiUty of observing N events, when the branching
ratio is B, is given by the convolution of a Gaussian distribution for F with a
Poissonian distribution for the number of events:
PB(N)

=

Γ Γ Ρμ(Ν)-ζ^-β-Ρ-Γ·?"°ίδ(μ
Jo Jo
νζττσ/τ

- г-

•{BFlf ' T

-

ΒΡΜΡ,άμ

J. e-r-WdF

(49)

where F = É^VT and Ρμ(Ν) = 6~ι'μΝ/N\. The above method can therefore be seen
as just a Monte Carlo method for solving eqs.(48) and (49).
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(ю-4)

Figure 56: 1-C.L. vs. В for the various decay channels for the case of no back
ground.
Fig. 55 shows PB(N) for the case τ —• βγ ("MIP tag"), assuming a branching
ratio of В = 2.0 X IO - 4 and for 10000 Monte Carlo repetitions of the experiment.
Integrating this histogram for N < N0 = 3, the number of observed ey candidates,
gives 10% of the total integral, therefore 2.0 x 10~* is the 90% confidence level
(C.L.) upper limit Β^. In general, PB(N) and Елклг, PB(N) = 1 - C.L·., are
calculated for a range of B-values. In fig. 56 1 — C.L. is plotted as a function
of В for τ -* ey ("MIP tag"), r -• en" ("MIP tag") and r - βη ("combined"),
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Decay
mode
τ —• ef
7-->βπ0

τ —• εη

Observed
candidates
3
0
0

Rranrhing гМ-іп iipppr limit

this experiment8*
2.0 χ 10-·
1.4 χ IO"·
2.4 χ IO"·

MARK II 4 1
6.4 χ IO'*
21. χ Ю- 4

Table 7: The number of observed candidate events in each of the specified decay
channeL· and the 90% C.L. upper limits on the branching ratios derived from them.
For comparison the limits of an earlier experiment are shown.
respectively. The 90% C.L. upper limits can simply be read off and are given in
table 7.
If there is background, as is the case for the e-y and επ' decay modes when
not requiring a MIP tag, the procedure is slightly more complicated. If the ex
pected number of events in the signal region due to background is μι then, in
a Monte Carlo repetition of the experiment, the observed number of events due
to background follows a Poissoman distribution with mean μь• Since the sum of
two Poissonian distributions is again a Poissoman distribution with mean equal
to the stun of the two means, the expected number of events due to signal and
background is Poissonianly distributed, with a mean μ = BF, + μь. Thus, if the
proper mean is substituted, the first part of eq.(49) is still valid.

1 92 1.96 2

2 04 2 08 2 12 2 16 2 2

В ->

1.8 1 84 I SB 1 92 1 96 2 2 04 2 08
-4

(Ю )

Figure 57: 1-C.L. vs. В for the various decay channels in the presence of back
ground.
The signal region ranges from 1600 MeV to 1860 ΜεΥ and the total region
0
from 850 (1400) to 3800 MeV for the ef (ejr ) case. We observe 147 (60) events
0
in the total region for the r —» e-y (eir ) channel. Assuming a flat background, this
results in 12.2 and 6 3 background events in the signal region for the ef and en"
case respectively. Eqs.(48) and (49), the latter with the proper mean μ = ΒΡ,+μι,,
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are solved to produce the plots of 1 — C.L. vs. the branching ratio В as shown
in fig. 57. FVom these plots the 90% C.L. upper limits on the branching ratio are
-4
4
0
fotmd to be 2.1 x 1 0 and 1.9 x 10~ for τ -> ¿η and r —» етг , respectively. These
values are somewhat higher then those found using the MIP-tag.
e

The lack of signals for the decays τ —» βγ, τ —» eir , and τ -* erç is consistent
with the Standard Model prediction that decays involving lepton family number
violation are strictly forbidden.
The upper limit for BR(r —» «7) in table 7 can be used to set limits on the
physics constants discussed in section 8. In conjunction with eq.(41) e.g. it predicts
a lower limit on the compositeness scale Λ' of 8 TeV. Using this same upper limit,
together with the branching ratio of τ —• evv , one obtains, using eqs.(5) and (42),
a lower limit of 0.4 TeV on the mass {TTXETC) of the extended technicolour boson
coupling to r. This limit does not present a serious challenge for ETC theories.
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Part V

Appendix
A.

Lateral Energy Distribution of Electromagnetically Showering Particles

n this appendix we briefly discuss the method used for detecting highly energetic
it^'s or rç's, or any other particle decaying to two photons (section 18.1). This
method can also be used to distinguish circularly symmetric showers from the
more irregularly shaped ones (see section 14.3).

I

0

in the case of a low energy π (E < 0.5 GeV) от η (E £ 2.5 GeV) the decay
photons are well separated in the main ball and the invariant mass of the parent
particle can be calculated directly from the measured energy and momenta of the
photons. At higher energies the photon showers merge and it becomes impossible
to disentangle the individual photon energies and directions. The two photon
showers then yield a more or less elliptical lateral energy distribution, which can be
87 87,ee
distinguished from the 'circular' distribution of a single photon '
(c/. fig. 58).
The method's central quantity, which is quite analogous to the mechanical
moment of inertia, is the second moment, S, of the energy distribution:

where p; is the unit vector of the direction cosines of crystal t containing an energy
deposition Ei. The sum runs over all over the crystals in the connected region
under consideration (section 12.2.2); E = Σί Ei is the total energy, (p ) is the
centre-of-gravity direction defined by (p ) = J3i EiPi/E· The invariant mass M
of the shower is given by MJ = E2 — E2{p ) 2 . By straightforward calculations:
M2 = E2S. Using Monte Carlo simulations it was found 5 9 , 8 7 that an estimate for
the invariant mass (also called the shower mass) of particle X, decaying into two
(or more) photons can be calculated using the expression:
M2X=E\S-SJ

(51)

with 5 7 = 0.004 the second moment of a single photon. The shower mass found by
applying (51) is a bit lower (1 — 2 %) then the real mass of a parent particle due to
the fact that contiguous crystals with energies less than 10 MeV are not included
in the definition a connected region (section 12.2.2) and because the 'raw' crystal
energies are used (section 12.2.4).
A typical efficiency for detecting e.g. a 2 GeV neutral pion is £ 85%, with
approximately 15% contamination resulting from mistaking a photon for a π".
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Figure 58: Typical energy distribution f от photons of (a) 1 and (b) 2 GeV, and for
(c) 1 and (d) t GeV neutral pions from Monte Carlo simulation. The numbers in
the picture represent the 'raw' crystal energies in MeV.
Towards higher energies this efficiency decreases, and the contamination increases
rapidly; for energies above 2.5 GeV it becomes practically impossible to distinguish
a π" from a photon. For mergedrç'a(with 2.5 GeV < Εη £ maximum £7^α„ s;
5.5 GeV) we have detection efficiencies of £ 70%. Contamination as a result of
mistaking photons for η's is negligible.
It is possible to define more general moments via

{*"ν") = | Σ * Γ » Γ β

(52)

Here the coordinate system (again with its origin in the centre of the ball) has
its 2-axis along the direction of the centre-of-gravity of the connected region. We
only consider (x2), (xy), and (y3); a rotation is performed such that (xy) = 0 and
(x 3 ) > (y 2 ). A quantity measuring the oblateness of the lateral energy distribution
is then (x J — y 2 ). Note that (x J + y2) = 5, and that for a perfectly circular energy
distribution (x 2 — y 2 ) = 0.
Cuts on (x 2 — y 2 ) instead of on S (or M) when selecting photons, electrons
or positrons have the advantage of being unaffected by the strongly decreasing
efficiency towards higher energies.
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Summary

In this thesis some features of the r-lepton are studied. Like any other ele
mentary particle, the r is thought to be described by the Standard Model. In
this model the W-boson, the mediator of the weak interactions, couples only to
lefthanded fermions. Consequently, the Lorentz structure of the matrix elements
for the decays μ —• ei/V , τ —• μνΰ and τ —ν tvV is of the well known V — A
type. This Lorentz structure is central to the Standard Model; a deviation from
the V — A structure would severely challenge the Standard Model. The V — A
character of the eWvt and /ilW,, vertices is very well estabUshed, but that of
the TWVT vertex is much less well tested. A large part of this thesis is devoted
to this subject. Information on the TWVT vertex is obtained by measuring the
Michel parameter (p) which describes the electron/positron energy spectrum from
the decay r —* evV. The Standard Model predicts ρ = 0.75.
The total number of electrons/positrons from r decay coupled to the known
number of r's in our samples gives the branching ratio for the process r —» euV,
which provides another consistency test for the Standard Model.
Although the Standard Model is very successful phenomenologically, it is not
expected to be the ultimate theory of elementary particles and forces. In general
it is believed that extensions of the theory towards higher energies are possible
or even necessary. It is possible that effects which are strictly forbidden by the
Standard Model are allowed to a certain extent by some of its extensions. This
is the motivation for looking for decays which violate familiar conserved quantum
numbers. Even when a zero result is found, a limit on a relevant quantity can
form valuable input for the construction of new models. In this context we have
searched for the neutrinoless τ decays r —• ef, τ —* ск" and τ —* er/.
The above analyses goals require a detector which can identify electrons, posi
trons and photons with high efficiency and which can measure the energy and direc
tion of these particles with good precision. These requirements are pre-eminently
met by the Crystal Ball detector, which is a non-magnetic calorimeter whose main
part consists of a spherical array of NaI(Tl) crystals. The excellent calorimetrie
properties of these crystals and the high granularity of the calorimeter guarantee
a precise energy and direction measurement of the electromagnetically showering
particles e and 7. Tube chambers immediately surrounding the beam pipe detect
whether or not a particle was charged.
The Crystal Ball detector was installed at the DORIS II e+e~ storage ring at
DESY in Hamburg. The r's are produced by the reaction e + e - —» τ+τ~ which
took place at centre-of-mass energies near 10 GeV. The experiment recorded some
500,000 τ decays.
To identify the r decays among the huge amount of other recorded reactions
a set of selection cuts was developed. These cuts were based on the topology of
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the reaction and on the specific detector response to the particles involved. These
selection requirements did not result in a completely pure r sample and biases
in the measured quantities remained. Also, our detector is not fully efficient: A
fraction of the desired events escapes detection, e.g. due to gaps in the detector or
as a result of misidentification of particles associated with the event. To determine
the efficiency and the corrections for background and biases, the use of Monte Carlo
+
simulation techniques was essential; therefore both the relevant e e " reactions and
the detector response to traversing reaction products had to be simulated.
We found 2753 candidates for the decay r —» evv. Using Monte Carlo simu
lations, 289 of these decays could be attributed to various sources of background;
their energy spectrum was subtracted from the observed spectrum. After applica
tion of the other relevant corrections, the electron/positron energy spectrum was
tested for the V — A hypothesis. Our data were found to be consistent with this
conjecture with a χ2 per degree of freedom (D.o.F.) of 78.8/66. Fitting the energy
spectrum with a freely varying Michel parameter yielded
ρ = 0.64 ± 0.06 ± 0.07
(the first error being statistical, the second systematic) with a χ2/D.o.F. of 76.5/65.
From the total number of observed events we obtained the branching ratio
(BR) for τ -> tvv:
BR(T

-» evv) = (16.3 ± 0.3 ± 3.2)% .

These results are consistent with the Standard Model predictions.

In a manner similar to that of the previous analysis, selection criteria were
developed for the decays r —* ey, τ —> βπ β , and τ —• εη. No significant signal
consistent with our resolution was observed in any of these modes. This is again
in agreement with the Standard Model. Our search for these exotic r decay modes
resulted in the following upper limits (at 90% confidence level) for the branching
fractions:

BR(r -> e*f )
BR(r -• en')
BR(r -» eij )

<
<
<
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Samenvatting
L e p t o n i s c h e Vervalskanalen van het r L e p t o n
In dit proefschrift worden enkele eigenschappen van het τ -lepton bestudeerd.
Net als voor alle andere elementaire deeltjes wordt aangenomen dat het r -deeltje
wordt beschreven door het z.g. Standaard Model. In dit model koppelt het Wboson, de overbrenger van de zwakke wisselwerking, slechts aan de linkshandige
fermionen. Het gevolg is dat de Lorentz structuur van de matrix elementen voor
de reacties μ —* evV , τ —* μνν en τ —• evv van het bekende V — A type moet zijn.
Deze Lorentz structuur ligt aan het hart van het Standaard Model; een afwijking
van de V — A structuur zou het Standaard Model zelf ter discussie stellen. Over
het V — A karakter van de eWve en μ\^νμ vertices bestaat nagenoeg geen twijfel
meer, maar de TWVT vertex is veel minder goed getest. Een groot deel van dit
proefschrift is gewijd aan dit onderwerp. Informatie over de TWVT vertex wordt
verkregen via meting van de z.g. Michel parameter (/£>) die het electron/positron
spectrum beschrijft van het verval τ —• tvv. Het Standaard Model voorspelt
ρ = 0.75.
Het totale aantal electron en positron r vervalsprocessen, gekoppeld aan het
bekende aantal r deeltjes in onze data, bepaalt de vertakkingsverhouding voor de
reactie τ —* euV; deze geeft opnieuw een test van de consistentie van het Standaard
Model.
Alhoewel het Standaard Model fenomenologisch gezien erg succesvol is, is het
niet te verwachten dat het de uiteindelijke theorie van de elementaire deeltjes
en hun krachten zal zijn. In het algemeen wordt aangenomen dat uitbreidingen
van de theorie mogelijk en zelfs noodzakelijk zijn. Het kan daarbij gebeuren dat
bepaalde processen, die niet zijn toegelaten binnen het Standaard Model, tot op
zekere hoogte wel toegestaan zijn door een dergelijke uitbreiding. Dit is de mo
tivatie om t e zoeken naar vervalskanalen die de bekende behoudswetten overtre
den. Zelfs wanneer een dergelijk verval niet wordt waargenomen, kan een limiet
op een relevante grootheid waardevolle informatie verschaiFen voor de constructie
van nieuwe modellen. In deze context hebben wij gezocht naar de neutrino-loze
r vervalskanalen r -+ ey, τ —» еж" en τ —У er/.
De bovenstaande doelstellingen vereisen een detector die electronen, positro
nen en photonen kan identificeren, en nauwkeurig hun energie en richting kan
meten. Deze eisen worden bij uitstek vervult door de Crystal Ball detector. De
hoofdcomponent van deze met-magnetische calorimeter wordt gevormd door een
bolvorminge opeenstapeling van NaI(Tl) kristallen. De uitstekende calorimetrische eigenschappen van deze kristallen en de fijne segmentatie van de calorimeter
garanderen een precieze meting van de energie en de richting van de e en 7 deeltjes.
Een set van dradenkamers geïnstalleerd direct rond de bundelpij ρ geeft aan of een
deeltje geladen was of niet.
De Crystal Ball detector stond opgesteld bij de DORIS II opslagring van het
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DESY instituut te Hamburg. De T'S werden geproduceerd via de reactie e e —»
+
T r~ die plaats vond bij een zwaartepuntsenergie van om en nabij de 10 Ge-V.
Ons experiment registreerde ongeveer 500.000 r vervallen.
Om deze r vervallen te selecteren uit een grote hoeveelheid andere reacties
werd een verzameling selectie-criteria ontwikkeld. Deze eelectie-criteria waren
gebaseerd op de reactie-topologie en de respons van de detectorcomponenten op
de betrokken deeltjes. Echter, deze selectie-eisen resulteerden niet een zuivere
verzameling τ vervaleprocessen en daarnaast veroorzaakten zij afwijkingen in de
te meten grootheden. Bovendien was onze detector niet volledig efficient: een deel
van de gewenste gebeurtenissen ontsnapten aan detectie, doordat b.v. de detector
niet de volledige ruimteboek omvatte of omdat een van de deeltjes in een gebeurte
nis verkeerd was geidentinceerd. Om de correcties uit te voeren veroorzaakt door
detector inefficiënties, verontreinigingen en afwijkingen was het gebruik van Monte
Carlo simulaties essentieel; hiervoor moesten zowel de relevante e + e - reacties worden gesimuleerd, als de wijze waarop de reactie producten door de detector 'gezien'
worden.
We vonden 2753 kandidaten voor het vervalsproces τ —* euv . Gebruik ma
kende van de Monte Carlo simulaties, konden 289 gebeurtenissen worden toege
schreven aan diverse bronnen van verontreiniging. Het energie spectrum van deze
gebeurtenissen werd van het waargenomen energie spectrum afgetrokken. Na
dat alle andere relevante correcties waren toegepast werd het electron/positron
spectrum getest op de V — A hypothese. Onze data waren consistent met deze
hypothese en wel met een χ 3 per vrijheidsgraad (D.o.F.) van 78.8/66. Een fit van
het energie spectrum met een vrij varieërende Michel parameter resulteerde in
ρ = 0.64 ± 0.06 ± 0.07
(waarbij de eerste fout statistisch, de tweede systematisch van aard is) met een
χ1 /D.o.F. van 76.5/65.
Uit het totale aantal geobserveerde gebeurtenissen konden we de vertakkings
verhouding voor het process τ —• evv afleiden. Deze bedroeg
BR{T

-» evv) = (16.3 ± 0.3 ± 3.2)%

Deze resultaten zijn in overeenstemming met de voorspellingen van het Standaard
Model.
Op een analoge manier werden selectie-criteria ontwikkeld voor de exotische
vervalskanalen τ —+ 67, τ —» e7r0en τ —» ei/. Er werden geen significante signalen
geobserveerd. Dit is opnieuw in overeenstemming met het Standaard Model. Ons
onderzoek naar deze exotische vervals kanalen leidde (met een betrouwbaarheids
graad van 90%) tot de volgende bovengrenzen voor de vertakkingsverhoudingen:
-+ εγ )
BR(r -• е-к")
B R ( T -• er/ )
BR(T

<
<
<
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